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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
ROY. Moka County, New Mexico, Saturday. December 11 -,1920,

Volume XVU
AMERICAN LEGION
SOCIAL; PLEASANT
EVENING SPENT

RODRIGUEZ

BELTRAN

VILLAGE BOARD MEETS

MUST GIVE'

The American

'

Legion enter-

tained their wives, sweethearts
and a number of friends at the
Roy theatre last Thursday night.
.The early part of the evening
va3 spent in playing cards, dancing and conversation.
e
At 11 o'clock a splendid
three-cours-

luncheon was served by
the Legion boys, which was prepared by their chef, Ellis
Aber-nath-

y.

'

:

Rocinda Rodriguez and Miss
Chala Beltran were quietly married at the .Catholic church last
Saturday evening at 7.30, Rev.
Father Vachon officiating.
Mr. Rodriguez, the groom, is
the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Juan Rodriguez, and comes from
one of the oldest families of
Mora county. He is the obliging and popular deliveryman for
the Floersheim Mercantile company, a position which he has
held the past two years. He is
cm exemplary
young man and
will make an excellent husband
for the young ladyjic has chosen
as his future helpmeet.
The bride, Mrs. Rodriguez, is
one of Roy's popular young
Spanish ladies and is the young,
est daughter of Mrs. Cerelia
Beltran of this place. She, too
comes from one of the older
Mora county families and no
doubt will make an excellent',
wife for the one she has chosen
to go thru life's' long journey
with.
The happy young couple will
make their future home with
the groom's parents for the winter, and will move to a little
home of their own in the early
.

One of the most interesting
events of the evening was an address by Mr. McGinnies, manager of the Mesa
and1 himself an Overseas buddy
of the Y. M. C. A. His talk was
very interesting and to the point
and was highly appreciated by
those in attendance.
After the lunch the balance of
the evening was spent in dancing
and various other forms of
amusement.
The Legion boys are figuring
very strongly on making this
social feature a monthly occurrence and those who were for-- )
túnate enough to be present last
Thursday evening are hoping
that they may see their way clear
spring.
to do so.
Here's congratulations, Rocin-d- o
At a late hour those present,
n
and Chala, from the
numbering about .75, departed
forc and its many
to their various homes, after
congratulating the boys on their readers.
excellent entertainment.
SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
ve

'

i

Spanish-America-

Mrs. E. J. Mills .Young, Mora
county solicitor for the Near
East fund, will be in Roy in a
few days collecting funds for the
relief of the starving Armenians.
When she comes to you for help,
do not give her a deaf ear, but
give something, however small it
may be, for your bit may help
some starving person to exist
thru the winter now on them.
Tom McGrath, newly elected
county assessor of this county,
was in Roy the first of the week
attending to". business matters,
Tom brot his family with him
and they spent a few days with
grandpa and grandma Lucero.
Mr, McGrath and family will
move to Mora the fore vfivt of
January, and will make their future home in that place.
--

Nellie Kitchell called on the
Spanish-America-

last Saturday

n

and gave us a balling out because
we forgot to mention her little
nephew
came to the A. Patu few days ago. We
rick '
apolo :xd to Nellie stating that
we knew nothing about the new
visitor and she proceeded to tell
us that the finest little boy you
ever saw came to the Patrick
home November 24th, to stay 21
years. Dr. Self reports all concerned as doing nicely, except
Pat, and he is doing as well as
could be expected considering
this is his first boy.
tr-p- t

TO RESIGN
Prof. Orange, to Quite on Account of Health
Prof. Orange, principal of the
Roy schools, ha3 tendered his
resignation to the Roy school
board, same to take effect as
soon as a new principal can be

located.
"

Prof. Orange came to Roy last
September from Albuquerque
and took charge, ef the Roy
schools soon after the opening
of the present term and has done
excellent work in our schools.
We are sorry, indeed, to know
thiit "his 'health is failing him
and that he finds' that he must
employment, as
seek
his physician claims that he
must not do indoor work longer.
Prof. Orange has an excellent
education and his work in the
schools here, both as teacher and
principal, has been very satisfactory and we hope that he will
find employment that will benefit his health.
out-of-doo- rs

.

The church workers of the different Protestant churches will
give a Union Xmas tree at the

Christian church on Christmas
They gave a box social last
night at the Christian church to
help raise funds to assist in defraying the expenses of the tree.

eve.

Rev. Dawn preached to a large
audience at the Baptist church
last Sunday evening. Rev. Dawn
is a good talker and is doing
good work in the Baptist church
The W. S. Morris sale north- at this place. The Rev. informs
west of town last Tuesday was us that he has purchased a nice
well attended and everything home in Raton and will make his
future home at that place.
sold well.

"BUY ONLY FOR
IMMEDIATE NEEDS

Where you get the most for what you sell
Pay the least for what you buy.

.

;

Spanish-America-

Health

Lecture

-

.

-

you will need, as we have

to give away.
Spanish-America-

n,

just

2,-0- 00

Address the
Roy, N. M.

Prices are going down. You are compelled to take market
The sad news reached Roy
price for what you have to sell, Then why not insist on paying Monday that the 9 year old son
only market price for what you buy."
of S.David a prominent business man of Springer had been
accidently shot by his cousin
Advise, advise, is what we are getting nearly every mail and
one
of the Sadbah boys Sunday
we pays it on to you with the statement Jhat the Mesa Company
afternoon.
will always be found paying the most for what jou have :to" sell
As near as we can get the
and giving you the lowest prices on what you buy.
facts' the two boya were out
hunting, and in some mánner

THE MESA CO - OPERATIVE CO.

SANTA CLAUS IS COMING, IBOX SUPPER AT PLEASANT
VIEW A BIG FINANCIAIS
SURE

ed

SPRINGER BOY KILLED

ned Goods.

48

SUCCESS
The Village Board held their
Watch For Him.
regular meeting last Monday ev- Leonard Wilson Mosquero Albox supper and program
of
For many years now it has at The
ening and attended to the regulowed $4,800 He Paid for
View last Friday
Pleasant
been
Claiw
to
the
of
habit
Santa
lar outline of business. A numbcrap of Paper
night
was
grand success in
a
drop around to the newspaper
ber of matters were discussed
The school
Claiming that he was given a offices m the different towns every particular.
amoung them being the sale of fee simple deed for 480 acres of about a month before Christmas, house was crowded and the proby the children was highunused casing and the casing oil land to which there was only to loarn about general conditions gram
ly
by. the audience.
appreciated
which is being pulled. They have a doubtful placer claim title and in the community, so we were
by
W. M. McGin
The
address
already sold quite an amount of was ,so swindled out of $4,800, not surprised when ho popped in nies on "The Legends of the. Na
Leonard A. Wilson yesterday in the door one night this week,
was great and
Jt and will sell the balance at ac- federal court won his
suit looking- as fat, fine and jolly as vajo Indians
tual cost to anyone needing it. . against Charles W. Davis, John ever, although it had been ru- very instructive to . the crowd
present.
The Tax ordinance wa3 passed J. Emmons, L. HGoehring,, G. mored that he would not make
The proceeds of the supper
Goeh-ring
re
his
jailar
year.
Wilhoite,
visit this
et al. Davis,
and ordered published. The spe- S.
amounted to $81.95 and will give
and Emmons claimed that
eders came up for a ranking and
"Hello,
Santa," we said. them ample funds to have one
they had given the power of at- "Someone
told us that you would of those good
the matter of subduing them was torney to G. S. Wilhoite who
Christmas trees and programs
considered. A number of other gave, the deed, signing their not be here this year."
"Someone is always starting a on Christmas eve the kind that
matters were brot up for consid- name;, but Judge Colin Neblett story like that," he replied, "but Pleasant View is noted for.
eration but laid over for future ruled that this did not free them you see I am here. And I want They extend a general welcome
from responsibility in the case. you to tell the children of this toi everyone to come out to the
consideration.
Damages in the sum of $4,800
community that I have just program and other exercises.
with interest from October, about the niftiest
line of toys I
ATTENTION
EVERYBODY 1919, were allowed Wilson. P
nave
made,"
ever
A general meeting of the Am-- 1
M., A. P. and C. P. Wilhoite and
"How about your candy and erican Red Cross Chapter of
There will be a pie supper & A. G.i Pearl and L. H. McCoy
we asked.
fish pond at Solano Schoolhouse were named in the complaint as fruits,"
"Candy
and fruits," said San- Roy, will be held at the old Red
F'riday night Dee. 17th. Ladies defendants but were not sum ta. "Oh,. Boy, you just ought to Cross hall, Tuesday evening Dec.
'
Please bring pies and donations moned ta the trial.
see my line. It would make your 14th 1920 at 7:30 o'clock to elect
mouth water."
to the fish pond which will be
officer and any other business
OUR ; C HRISTMAS EDITION'
And then Santa Claus in his proper to transact at such meetapprecitted. Proceebs to be used
usual sly manner, began asking
On next Saturday, December
for benefit of Christmas tree and
us embarrassing questions, some ing.
n
18th, the
will of
This is important and all who
decorations.
which we managed to evade,
issue its annual Christmas edirenewed their membership
have
forcmany
whieh
of
we were
tion. The paper will have at least and
ed to answer truthfully. You see for 1921 should attend. The cha
E. E. Leatherman, R. L. C . on
12 to 16 pages with an attractive
route "A" is allsmile3 this week covering suitable to the Yuletide. it is mighty difficult to tell Santa pter has severa! hundreddo liara
as a little soldier boy eame to his We expect to get out just a lit- Claus a story, especially when a deported in the Roy Bank it is
fellow remembers all the delicihome Tuesday to stay for a tle better paper than we have at ous fruit and candy and beauti necessary to decide whether the
while. Dr. Self reports mother any time since we started in the ful toys the jolly old man organization is to continue active
will issue about 1300 brought when
and babe doing nicely altho both work andcopies.
we were a little Red Cross service to the returnor 1400
boy.
mother and father are pouting beIf you wish a few copies of "I hear," said Santa Claus, ed Soldiers and others in the cocause the little fellew was not a this edition, let us know at once
"that there are a number of little mmunity or whether this money
girl; but both say "what is the and we will hold the number of boys and girls who do not mind is to be sent to headquarters to
difference" they will make a copies you wish. We have al- their mothers very well. Is this be used probably for the benefit
ready sold over 200 copies and
mailcarrier out of him anyway. they are going fast. Get your true?"
of other communities.
"Well," we told hihi,,." it, is
question is can Roy afford
and by the way the little fellow order in now for extra copies.
very hard for us to believe that The
1 o Our advertisers we will say
is a nephew of both editors of
Red Cross work
there are any small boys and
that we must have your copy in girla
theS.-A- .
to the cofinancial
interest
community who do as a
in
the office by Tuesday evening at not mindthis
mmunity
parents."
at
time
this
even if the
their
latest, as we will start printing
they all attend Sunday Red Cross Siprit has waned or
"Di
the paper early in the week.
school regularly ?" ...
grown cold since the war is over.
"Sure, Santa,",, we replied.
"You know all little boys and It is for you to deckle whether
Mr. Gray head of the State Dep
,SOME CATTLE
girls attend Sunday school regu- we shall go on and grow in the
artment. of health will be in Roy
especially
just, before spiwtof practical Christianity or
larly
Quite
cattle
of
a
are
number
Monday Dec. 13th and will give
shipped from Roy every Christmas."
being
whether we shall stagnate or
a lecture at the Roy Theatre Mon
"Is there any truth in the retrograde and wait"1 for some
week. We note the followingday evening. The lecture will be cattle shipped last week :
story that some of your boys and
great calamity to again wake
one of great interest to the peo
Dunn and McDonald, 88 head girls have been telling the smallup to a sense of our obligaus
peris
such
er ones that there no
ple of the mesa and all should to Kansas City.
to humanity and our duty
asked.
he
tion
son
Claus?'
Santa
as
97
Brown
and
head
Farmer;
come out and hear him. The lec
This was a hard question, be- to ourselves.
to Oklahoma City.
ture will be illustarted with mo
W. L. Hardgrave, 64 head to cause we feared some of the boys
Think seriously of this and
ving pictures, everybody eo ne.
and girls had been guilty of this
Kansas City.
will attend this meeting and
you
Hugh Mitchell, 67 head to very thing. "You see, it's this
part in the practical worth
take
way, Santa," we replied. "SomeCorn: to Mr. and Mrs. C.R Oklahoma City.
guilRed Cross.
the
be
of
boy
girl
might
or
times
a
Livingston Brothers, 31 head
Bagwell a fine bady girl C.R... is
ty of telling the smaller ones
City.
to
Oklahoma
pouting because she was not a
There are still quite a number that there i? no Santa Claus, but
Laugh at hard times: Buy an
mechanic. Dr. Plumlee reports to be shipned in the next few wo don't believe they intend to
all concerned doing nicely and weeks by arious eattlemen.
be mean about it. They don't OVERLAND FOUR now and
pay for it next summer-- .
how bad it is."
think
that C.R. will be able to go work
Our time payment proposition
"Well, you may tell them for
m p. few da:'.
PIE SUPPER
me that if itny boy or girl is guil- will convince you that money is
ty of this again, they certainly plentiful. J.E.BUSLY CO.
ATTENTION TEACHERS
There will be a pie social at will wake up Christmas morning
wouid like to hear from the Brand school house this eve- vnth an empty stocking."
Mrs. H.M. Belknap of Ancho
Before we could frame a safe
every teacher on the Mesa giving ning (Saturday) December 11,
us the number of pupils attend- for the purpose of raising funds roply, Santa Claus vanished thru is visiting friends in Roy this
ing school. Any teacher of the for an Xmas tree. Everybody the door, and although we heard week. Mrs. Belkaap is taking
Mesa giving us this information, invited. Ladies bring pies and the crack of his whip, and the her annual and never forgets
i
their pocket merry tinkle of bells, before we
we will immediately send them a the gentlemen
to call on her many fricad? in
and
spend
Santa
door,
out
a
could
Come
reach
the
books.
and
bunch of hardwood rulers to be
given to the pupils, free of cost. pleasant evening with the Brand his team had passed from view. Roy.
people.
Let us know at once how many

"

Just now we have on hand Coal,
Potatoes, Onions, Apples and Can-

BACK-MONE-

RECEIVED
IN "FAKE" DEAL

--

Ncaiber

the target which wa3 being carried by the Saddah boy, was
discharged and the bullet entered the groan of the David boy
and severing the artery.
It happened quiet a distance
from a house, and lefore help
could be gotten he bled só profusely, that there was no hope
to save him. He died one hour
after he wa3 taken home.

Jéanette

LUSK, Teacher.

The ladies at Mosquero is giving a Bazaar Saturday aftenoon
and evening Dec. 18th at the
Mosquero schoolhouse. Keen interest is being taken in thi9,event
which promises to be one of the
successful enterprises this year.
ranging
Generous donations
from the finest fanciwbrk to ordinary household articles have
already been received and everyone is urged to come and see the
display; there will also be a'min- strel show and excellent supper
in the evening. This is. a wond
erful chance to spend a pleaSent
evening and do your Christmas
shopping as wellas to help a worthy cause, i

If you have reached the age
when you cease looking forward
to Christmas, then you have
about served your usefulness on
earth. It is true that a man may
get a little out of the Christmas
season for himself, but think of
the joy you get from contributing to the delight of others especially the children.

eecia
Mixed Nuts

Per pound 32c

1 Pound cans COCOA

50c

5

"

" Baking Powder 55c

1

"

" Tuna Fish

Special Bulk Coffee Per pd,

15c

20c

(Watch this spsce every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
-

"A Profitable Place

to"

Trade"

THE

ft;;

iCSL irrf
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AtWJior of
The Gnt HmcherTitCL.

Iiluft ration
by

Irwin

Copyright. .All Kigfib Reserved

CAMP NO. I.
Synopsis. Dluaatlafled
because of
the seemingly barren outlook of hli
poiltlon as a achool teacher in a
Canadian town, John Harris determine
to leave it, take up land In
Manitoba and become a "homeMary, the girt whom he
steader."
loves, declares she will accompany
him. They are married and set out
(or the unknown country.
CHAPTER

I

Continued.

Harris left his wife with a company
of other women In the government Immigration building while he Bet out to
find. If possible, lodgings where she
might live until he was ready to take
her to the homestead country. He
must first make a trip of exploration
himself, and as this might require several weeks his present consideration
wa to place her In proper surroundings before he left. He inquired at
many doors for lodgings for himself
and wife, or for his wife alone. The
response ranged from curt announcements that the Inmates "ain't takln
boarders" to sympathetic assurances
that If it were possible to find room
for another It would be done, but the
bouse was already crowded to suffocation. In two hours Harris, notwithstanding his stout frame and his
young enthusiasm, dragged himself
somewhat disconsolately buck to the
Immigration building with the Information that his search had been fruitless.

At the door he met Tom Morrison
and another, whom he recognized as
the teller of Indian stories which had
captivated the children of his car.
"And what luck have ye had?" asked
Morrison, seizing the young man by
the arm. "Little, I'll be thlnkln', by
the smile ye're foreln' up. But what
am I thlnkln' of? Mr. McCrae Is from
'way out In the Wakopa county, and
an old timer on the prairie."
"Aleck McCrae," said the big man.
"We leave our 'misters' east of the
Great Lakes. An' Ah'ra not from Wakopa, unlesa you give thut name to all
tthe country from Pembina crossing to
'Turtle mountain. Ah'm doing business all through there, an' no more
.partial to one place than another."
"What Is your line of business, Mr.
ilcCrae?" asked Harris.
"Aleck, I said, an' Aleck It is."
"All right," said the other, laugh
ing. "What Is your business, Aleck?"
"My business is assisting settlers to
get located on suitable land, an' eke-In- g
out my own living by the process.
Tom here tells me you're hunting a
house for the wife. Ah know Emerson
too well to suppose you have found

iyet t

other planet But she would not let
her mind dwell on it for long. She
was going to be brave. For tho sake
of the brave man who sat at her side,
guiding his team In the deepening
darkness; for the sake of tho new
home that they two should build somewhere over the horizon; for the sake
of the civilization that was to be planted, of the nation that must arise, of
the manhood and womanhood of tomorrow she would be brave.
A bright star shone down from the
west; one by one they appeared In
the heavens.
It grew colder. The
snow no longer caked on the horses'
feet; the sleigh runners creaked and
whined uncannily.
The team came to a sudden stop.
The sleigh In front was obstructing
the road, and the party closed up in
solid formation.

being too much of a good follow. One
thing Ah know he's a doctor. Ah'm
going up town for hlra now; you can
shift your stuff a little an' make
room."
The whole party were ready for the
road and waiting before McCrae appeared again. When he came a com
panlon staggered somewhat uncertainly by his side.
"I'm aw'right, McCrae," he was saying. "I'm aw' right Shay, whash
thlsh? Children 'v Ishrul?"
"Come now, Doctor, straighten up.
Ah want to Introduce you."
Half leading and hnlf pulling. McCrae brought the doctor to Harris'
sleigh. "This Is Mr. Harris, who you
will travel with Jack Harris. An'

Mrs.Harris."
The doctor had glanced only casually at Harris, but at the mention of the
woman's name he straightened up and
stood alone.
"Glad to meet you, madam," he 6nld.
"And it's only proper that the pleas--

ows.
Savory smells soon were coming
from hot frying pans, as sliced ham
with bread and gravy, was served up
In tin plates and passed about the
tent. Everybody married men and
women, maidens and young men, girls,
boys, and little children was ravenously hungry, and for a few minutes
little could be heard but the plying of
the viands. But as the first edge of
hunger became dulled the edge of wit
sharpened, and laughter and banter
rollicked back and forward through
the tent. The doctor, now quite sober, took a census, and found the total population to be 28. These he
classified as 12 married, eight eligible,
seven children, and himself, for whom
he found no classification.
When the meal was over and the
dishes wasfied and packed, Aleck made
another round of the camp before settling down for the night Meantime
mothers gothered their families about
them as best they could; the little
ones sleepily mumbled their prayers,
and all hands, young and old, nestled
down like a brood of tired chickens
under the white wings of the protectSifting tent. Outside the ground-drif- t
ed gently about the sleighs, the cows
sighed In contentment, and the wolves
yapped to each oilier In the distance.
CHAPTER

Savory

J

Smells Soon were Coming
From Hot Frying Pans.

II.

Prairie Land.
The afternoon that has Just been de
scribed was typical of the days that
were to follow as the Immigrant par
ty labored Its slow pilgrimage into tne
farther west. True, they entered on
the very next day a district having
some pretense of settlement where It
was sometimes possible to secure shel-t- r
for the women and children under
hospitable Mennonlte roofs. They soon
emerged from the Red River valley,
left the vast, level, treeless plain behind them, and plunged Into the rolling and lightly wooded Pembina region.
After numerous consultations with
McCrae, Harris had arranged that his
Immediate destination should be In a
district where the scrub country melted Into open prairie on the western
side of the Temblna. The Arthurses,
d
'who were also of the party, had
there, and Fred Arthurs had
built a little house on the land the
year before. Arthurs was now bringing his young wife to share with him
the privations and the privileges oi
their new home. A friendship had
sprung up between Mrs. Arthurs
and Mrs. Harris, and nothing seemed
more appropriate than that the two
women should occupy the house together while Harris sought Out new
homestead land and Arthurs proceeded with the development of his farm.
After the crossing of the Pembina
tii
nnrtv beean to scatter some to
homesteads already located ; others to
friends who would billet them until
thplr nrrancements were completed.
At length came the trail, almost lost
In the disappearing snow, that led to
A quick hand-hniiArthurs' homestead.
with McCrae. Ned Bacon, and
the doctor, and a few others who had
grown upon them In the Journey, and
the two young couples turned out to
break their way over the little-use- d
route that now lay before them.
home-steade-

psvKjneeKS

Southwest News

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

From

"&8 atin Sfáh

All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

Because of her rosy cheeks and

satin skin a woman attracts the
admiration of all men. When the
J8!J
J
young woman
I
A peers in her

Beware

Unless you see the name

I

e

cura Talcum Powder, an
scented convenient economical face,
skin, baby and dusting powder and
perfume. Renders other perfumes
One of the Cutlcura Toilet
Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Adv.

Getting Wise.
"Momma, will heaven be as beauti
ful as they say In the Sunday school
books?"
"Certainly, my dear. Why do you
ask?"
"Places we go to in the summer are
never as nice as the clrculurs." Boston Transcript.

DYERIGHT
Buy only "Diamond Dyes"

Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
contains directions so simple that any
woman can diamond-dy- e
worn, shabby
skirts, waists, dresses, coats, gloves,
stockings sweaters, draperies everything, whether wool, silk, linen, cotton
or mixed goods, new, rich fadeless colors.
Have druggist show you "Diamond Dyes Color Card." Adv.
A Base Deception.

"That pretty waitress is about to
How did
run her feet off for you.
you arouse her Interest?"
"Why," replied the unprincipled patron, "I told her I was a motion-pictur- e
scout before I ordered my hnm and
Birmingham

Dggs."

Age-Heral-

mSfc

sss

Wasters Newspaper Union News Servio.
A large collection of furniture-frothe home of C. Q. Wllfong of
was offered to the public at
a constable's sale to satisfy a numbei
of creditors.

1

rl.

Albur-ouerau-

d

ure should be all mine." There was a
little bitterness In his voice that did
not escape her ear.
"But Indeed I am glad to meet you,"
she answered. "Mr. McCrae has been
telling us something of your work
among the settlers. We are very fortunate to have you with us."
He shot a keen look Into her face.
She returned his gaze frankly, and he
found sarcasm neither In her eyes nor
her voice.
"Help me In, McCrae," he said. "I'm
There now, my
a bit unsteady
bag. Don't move, Mrs. Harris
I think we are quite ready now, are
we not?"
me."
,
"Most remarkable man," whltfeea
"If It's all settled," continued McCrae, who had the leader's knack of McCrne to Harris. "Wonderful how
suppressing indecision at the psychohe can pull himself together."
logical moment "we'll all turn in with
McCrae hurried to his own sleigh,
called a cheery "All ready!" and the
the unloading of the stock."
Harris ran to tell his' wife that party at once proceeded to get under
they were to Join a party for "the way.
Harris' thoughts were on his team,
front" that very afternoon. She reon the two cows trudging behind, and
ceived the news Joyously.
Picking out a homestead.
In a few minutes all hands, both on the multiplicity of arrangements
men and women, were busy at the which his new life would present for
cars. Many hands made the work decision and settlement. But his wife
(TO BK CONTINUED.)
six sleighs gazed silently out over the ocean of
light, and by
gratewer loaded for the Journey. All the snow. The ray of the sun fell
Troublesome Spider.
women aud children were to go with fully on her cheeks, pale and someA spider in Buenos Aires spun Its
But
Journey.
long
two
one
or
with
her
wan
and
Morrison
what
the party;
a telephone cable. The wind
the sun went down, and the western web near
hired men would remain In Emerson,
web and wrapped It around
caught
the
complete the unloading, and take sky. cloudless and measureless, faded
wires. The web soon became
the
copper
copper,
and
from
to
teams
gold
the
until
from
effects
the
charge of.
caused several short cirto silver, and from silver to lead. It damp and
should return from their long Journey.
spiders In the neighborOther
cuits.
and
was her first sight of the prairie,
McCrae, on account of his knowledge
hood followed the adventurous one's
emotions,
of
the
needs
strange
of
mixture
a
if
of
the
town
and
of the
example, and now it has become necawe, and loneliness, and a certain InJourney, was chosen to secure the supessary
for the telephone company to
consequences,
personal
difference to
plies.
man out every few days to
a
send
Each settler's sleigh carried that welled up within ber. Once or twice
wires of webe. Popular Scithe
clear
so
home
a
far
Indispensable.
borne
most
of
thought
seemed
she
which
Monthly.
ence
an
In
might
nave
been
which,
oetttefg
family,
It
away that
Vlrst came th
n

ASPIRIN

"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
large or small, was crowded into the
are not getting genuine Aspirin predeep box. McCrae made them pack
by physicians for twenty-onscribed
hay In the bottom of the sleigh boxes,
proved safe by millions.
and
years
over
were
robes
and
and
this
laid
"Camp No. 1," called Aleck McCrae, Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayer
blankets, on which the Immigrants Bat,
Headache, Neuralas thickly as they could be placed. from the head sleigh. "Run these package for Colds,
Sleighs up In two rows," and he indi- gia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
More robes and blankets were laid
cated where' he wanted them placed. Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
on top, and sacks stuffed very full of
"It's hard on the horses an' cattli, boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Ashay served the double purpose of cushafter the warm cars, but they'll stand pirin cost few cents. Druggists also
ioning their backs and conveying fodIt tonight If they're well blanketed. sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
der for the animals.
Tomorrow night we'll be among the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Morrison came up to Harris' sleigh,
Mennonltes, with a chance of getting Monoaceticacidester
of Salicyllcacid.
and gave It an approving Inspection.
room."
stable
Adv.
"You will all be fine," he said, "and
Under Aleck'a direction the sleighs
a great deal better than wearyln' about
South Africa Buys Delvllle Wood.
20
here. Besides, you're Just as well to were run up in two rows, about
The South African prime minister,
Two
apart,
facing
the
feet
north.
away,"
be
he added, In a somewhat
sleighs were then run across the open- Gen. Smuts, at a service In Cape
lower voice. "McCrae tells me If this
so that altogeth- Town, In commemoration of 'Delvllle
sun keeps up the roads will be gone ing at the north end,three-sidecourt Wood day, announced that the governbefore we know It, and that means a er they formed a'
quickly
Men
the ment of South Africa had bought
cleared
with
shovels
delay of two or three weeks."
of "Delvllle Wood," and the title deeds of
northerly
snow
portions
from
the
At this moment McCrae himself
the court, and there the tent was that little place would always remain
only
two
group.
"There's
the
Joined
pitched. The ground was covered with among the most precious possessions
In your party, Harris," he said, "nn'
bedding. Pots and of that country. It is to be set aside
while Ah don't want to Interrupt your blankets, robes and
eager to and dedicated, he said, to the fallen,
honeymoon, there's another passenger pans were produced; women
stove, while the government Intends to erect
sen-Icswarmed
about
the
of
be
goIs
to be taken care of. Dr. Blaln
muf- there a monument.
their
and
children,
last
of
at
free
ing with us, and Ah'm going to put
He's a bit pe- fling wraps, romped In
him In your charge.
among the robes or danced back
Freshen a Heavy Skin
culiar, but Ah don't think he'll give glee
shadswinging
the
antlsentlc. fascinating Cut!- forward
Vlth
and
with
the
you any trouble.
It's Just a case of
exquisitely

one."

"I haven't, for a fact," said Harris,
reminded of the urgency of his misy
sion,
"It's out of the question," said McCrae. "Besides, it's not so necessary
as you think. What with the bad
time our train made, an' the good
time the stock train innde, an' the
fact that they started ahead of us,
they're In the yards now. That's a
piece of luck, to start with."
"But I can't put my wife In a stock
car 1" protested Harris.
"There's worse places," McCrae answered, calmly worrying a considerable section from a plug of black chewing tobacco. "Worse places, Ah should
say. Ah've seen times when a good
warm stock car would have passed for
heaven. But that ain't what Ah have
In mind. We'll all turn In an' get the
fctock unloaded, hitch up the horses,
pack a load, an' get away. Ah've been
making a canvass, an' Ah find we have
nix or seven families who can be ready
to pull out this afternoon. My team
will go along, with a good tent an'
Everyone has
some cooking outfit.
bedding, so we're all right for that
Now, If we all hustle we cnn be started by 4 o'clock, an' out ten or 12 miles
before we pitch camp. How does it
'
suit you?"
"What do you say, Mr. Morrison?"
"I think Aleck's plan is best. I've
my wife and the two girls, and there's
no roof for their heads here. It suits

SPANISH-AMERICA-

glass, she may

pimples
and blotches
see

At the last meeting of the Auto
Trades Association, held in Albuquerque, it was decided to hold the annual
auto show during the early part ol
February.
General Juan Cabral of Tucson, an
officer in the constitutionalist army Id
Mexico in 1913, has been released
from the federal penitentiary nl
Leavenworth. General Cabral was convicted of violating the neutrality law
during the administration of President
Carranza.
The sugar beet Industry In th
vicinity of Maxwell is growing by
leaps aud bounds and the shipping foi
the season is now at its height. Most
of the shipments are going to the Holly
Sugar Corporation and the growers
are now using all the cars It is possible to obtain.
A man giving his name as Jones
wns arrested at Lamy and brought to
Santa Fé on the charge of a murder
ous assault upon Miss Elizabeth
of A. B. Renehan,
Phelps, slster-In-IaSanta Fé attorney. She was alone In
the house and when she answered a
ring at the door a man rained blows on
her head with the butt of a
Railroads operating In Arizona have
petitioned the Interstate Corporation
Commission to set aside a recent
order by the Arizona Corporation
Commission denying application by the
for Increased Intrastate
carriers
freight rates and passenger fares to
conform to rates granted by the Intra
state Commerce Commission on Intra
state traffic.
The New Mexico state highway commission is now calling for bids on the
new road to be built from this city to
Santa Rita and It is expected that
actual construction work will be
started in the next ninety days. This
Is known as project No. 28 and covers
the entire distance from Silver City to
Santa Rita, a distance. of nearly fourteen miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Losey, who
lad been under arrest in Nogales
pending Investigation of their possible
connection with the death of A, J. W.
Born In a concrete pit, partly filled
with water, near Nogales, on the night
of October 14, have been released from
custody. County Attorney Leslie C.
Hardy said he could find no evidence
against them.
The executive committee of the New
Mexico Wool Growers' Association, at
a meeting in Albuquerque sent a telegram to Senator Smoot of Utah, Indorsing his proposed bill for an embargo upon wool imports. The committee suggested further that the bill
also contain a provision for an embargo on manufactured woolen products, as it considers an embargo upon
wool alone Insufficient
.The Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce has wired Charles Garland, who
has refused an Inheritance of $1,000,-00suggesting that he accept the million aud turn it over to the Chamber
of Commerce of Albuquerque for use
in establishing tubercular people on
ranches in New Mexico. The telegram
said.' "No one has ever, ever done,
or could do a more constructive act
for suffering humanity."

she

im- -

'"""mediately

goes

and

to the drug store for paint, powders and beauty creams, when she
should go there for a blood medicine and stomach alterative known
as "Golden Medical Discovery."
This vegetable tonic and blood
alterative clears the 6kin, beautifies it, increases the blood supply
and the circulation, while pimples,
boils and eruptions vanish quickly.
Ask your nearest druggist for Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in tablet or liquid form or send
10c. for trial package of tablets to
Dr. Pierce's- Invalids' Hotel in
-

Buffalo, N. Y.

(Irs. Hicks Relieved
By Four Eatonics
"I have taken four Eatonlc tablets
and they relieved me of sour stomach.
I recommend it to everybody," says
Mrs. G. P. Hicks.

If stomach is not digesting your
food; If you have sourness, bloating,
food repeating, indigestion or acid
stomach, Eatonlc will remove the
cause by taking up and carrying out
the acidity and gases, bringing quick
relief and healthy digestion. Why suffer stomach trouble? Why not keep
your digestion normal and enjoy good
health? An Eatonlc taken after each
meal will prevent discomfort and pain.
Make the test today and see how
quickly this wonderful remedy acts.
It comes In handy tablet form. Carry
It with you. A big box costs only a
trifle with your druggist's guarantee.
Thought It Wat a "Chaser."
"This railway clulms to have the
smoothest roadbed in the country."
"What's that to me?" asked the
grouchy traveler.
"Stand a glass of water on the window sill and nok a drop will spill out"
'Tmph I tried that and an inquisitive stranger watched me for half an
hour to see if L was going to violate
the prohibition law." Birmingham
Spain has fewer dally papers than
any other European country.

" Hi

terslr"""

0,

How's This?
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
what we claim for it cure Catarrh or
Deafness caused by Catarrh. We do not
Claim to cure any other disease.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is a
liquid, taken Internally, and acts through
the blood upon the mucous surfaces ot
the system, thus reducing- - the Inflammation and restoring normal conditions.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
If. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
9o

Heavy Training.
"Why does Cholly Insist on taking
the stairs to the billiard room? He
won't use the elevator any more."
"He thinks he ought to do a little
climbing. He's Joined an Alpine club."

Vaseline
R.g US. Pn. Off.

CAR DO LATE D
PETROLEUM

JELLY

Aclcaixcounter-irritan- t
The alteration work which has been
in progress for the past three months
at the Masonic temple has been comscratches, cuts,
pleted and the building thrown open.
The copper situation, (rom a statistical standpoint, is better now than it
EEFUSESUSSimIES
was at the same time last year, according to Walter Douglas, president
ni the Phelps Dodge corporation of OffiSEBIOUGHMRlCQ
Douglas.
With copper selling at 14
(CONSOLIDATED)
cents now, where It sold for 18 cents
last year, the speaker admitted that
the statement sounds paradoxical, but
declured that the basic facts confirm
'
his contention.
For Your Skin
The case of Manes Gallagher, which
has been under way at Albuquerque
In the federal court for several days,
Sop 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talent 25c
resulted in a verdict for the defendGallagher,
engineer
an
ant.
for the
for FORD Permanent
Chains.
Sunta Fé, asked $40,000 damages for
aeurertxi. instantlr on ana oil
Ipnts iw
Big sales. Bowe Co., tlantsrlUe, Conn.
Injuries received when he fell from
the running ' board of his engine at
Raton, and alleged that the fall was
itdielMus-f.lerc- er
because part of the hand rail above
the step was missing, and as a result
Speed Truck
Graham
he has not been able to use one of
his hands since.
High grade lines of low depreciation.
The Arizona state highway depart- KR-GOFMOTORS & SUPPLY CO.
ment has the survey, notes, estimates
DENVER
and everything ready to procéed with
to
highway
from
Y IKMOVf D br Dr. BerrrH
Falrbank
the state
the Santa Cruz line as soon as the FRECKLES
AvamM. CWc
Michift-road east of Douglas to Rodeo is completed and the details have been arranged with the new board of super-
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Irritating Coughs

visors.
Phoenix voters approved only three
of seven bond Issues totaling $1,040,000
In a city election that polled less than
1,000 votes. The Issues were proposed
for vital Improvements to municipal

facimi

Promptly trent coughs, colds, hoarseness,
bronchitis and similar inflamed and irritated
conditions of the throat with a tested remedy

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

60- -1

920.

,
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We are still at the od plape, ready
and better equipped than ever to
do your Auto repair work.

8

SPROUT
O

By VICTOR REDCLIFFE

Ksccoocoococcosccoaoaosoa

(Copyright, 1920, Western Newpaptr Union)

"Of all my troubles, this makes me
ieel saddest," sighed Dale Wilton, and
therein the soul of a true man spoke.
He held In his hand a letter in neat
feminine handwriting, the text of which
showed thought, Intelligence and char,
acter. It wag signed Adele Mercer, of
whom fee had never heard before. '
'
"Whoever the yonnf lady U, tU
writes like a true woman," commented
Mercer. "Poor BrillJ He most hare
gone througlj dark days, Indeed, wh&
a family of six motherless children, 111-- aess
and poverty."
The closest friend of his youth, Morten Brill, bad married, and had gone
west fifteen years before the present
tlüe. They had corresponded, and
then the business cares fcf each had
Intervened. - At the end of tea years
Wilton received a letter from Brill telling of business struggle, the death of
tils wife and his own half blindness
and poverty with sis little ones to care
for. He asked Wilton to load him a
few hundred dollars. It was readily
sent. From that time Wilton had not
heard a word from him until the letter
signed Adele Mercer arrived.
It came at a time when by a strangely coincidental freak of fate Wilton
had been forced to face ruin. Within
a few short months he went through
the experience of losing half his capital through the embezzlement of a
trusted partner. Creditors forced liquidation. When the storm was over Dale
WHton ftwnd himself free of debt, but
with less than three hundred dollars
to begin life all over again. When the
letter came It added to his already
acute depression and discouragement.
The deepest chords of lils being were
stirred with Infinite pity, but he was
helpless to proffer the aid which he
felt was Incumbent upon him as a
sacred duty.
Miss Adele Mercer wrote briefly,
clearly, sensibly. She did not explain
how It was that she had become practically the guardian of the children of
Morton Brill, but such seemed to be

the fact.
"I write to you," her letter" ran, "because upon his dying bed Mr. Brill
asked me to do so. I am striving to
keep his little gToup together until I
have your counsel as to what Is best
to do. He has left nothing and the future of his little ones Is a distressing
problem."
Somehow Ihc situation of the six
little Brill children Interested Wilton
because he pitied them and felt n certain responsibility he. could not evade.
When a few days later he reached
Appleton It was to find Miss Mercer
and the little ones occupying a poor,
cheap cottage, sparsely furnished but
neatly kept.
At once Adele Mercer attracted him.
She was a young woman of about
twenty-two- ,
mature and sedate In her
ways, but presenting n certain beauty
of face that was prepossessing. When
Wilton learned her history he fully understood how the life of nn orphan
and later a sense of dirty In behalf of
the Brill children had bent her mind
to a serious, praetlal phase of life.
She had come to Appleton from a little
village wllh no business experience,
had been linnblo to find a position nnd
wns r ". nt the verge of destitution
when sl learned thut four of the little
Brill children were down wllh the
measles and the father wns looking for
.

a nurse.

Remember we burn in by machine all. bearings
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CE
IS OUR WATCH WORD

All work guaranteed
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Ghévrblét Service Station
liberty Garage
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We are loaning money every

day and we can and will
you

a

reasonable

amount on your farm or

year.'
STORAGE BATTERIES
Don't ovClmrge battery or
discharge It at too high a rate.
Don't let battery stand discharged.
Don't let acid fall below top
of plates.
Don't shoif circuit battery.
Don't use anything but distilled water for refilling.
Don't use commercial acid-- buy
storage battery electrolyte.
Don't allow metal tools to
come In contact with battery.
, Don't allow acid to spill over
the top of battery.
Don't keep battery In cold,
damp room.
Don't allow batten? Jars to
come In contact with each other.
Don't let the e. m. f. of some
cells fall below that of others.
Don't let connections get

".'

'. "

-

Latest - registration records show
850,000 motor vehicles In operation In
the dominion, an Increase of 13 per
cent over 1918. . One person In every
owns a car In Canada.
twenty-thre- e
In this country the proportion Is one
motor vehicle owned for every sixteen
persons.

PLAN TO SAVE

Wear and Tear,
Is a good idea to shift tbo crost

Ifnki'M the tire chains occasionally,
koteihem 60 that they do not depeo4
ótt the same link of the main chala
all the time. The drag and wear In
the chain center at the links to which
the cross chains are fastened- Is considerable, and by moving from time to
-

time the wear

Is

The average car owner hatea the
Job of cleaning the springs and yet

this ought to be carried out regularly.

The car owner who doeg considerCHAINS able ot hla own repair work will find
a spool of spring wire a great conven-

TIRE

Good Idea to Shift Cross Links Occa.
tonally to Properly Distribute"

It

A, dast cover made of unbleached
raaslln. large enough to cover the car
with the top up, la a good Investment.

distributed.

ience,

'
a a c
Wt
fnr USA In the
I
ter pomp glands is either w!cklA
lead and graphite, or waterproof
bestoa,
V.
'"'vl
The chains are practically alwayf
used In wet weather and care Is necessary to keeD them from retting rusty.
nanVtnff
Aug knot
hvav 4" "D

fTVo

j

The chains should always be dried off
before they are returned to the tool
box after

loose.

IS IN SECOND PLACE

AVTOnOBILIC Household

Question?

fcank Next to United States In Num.
'
her" of Car Built and Owned
Employ 15,000 Workers.

Don't leave your car standing with
the engine running.

Canada now ranks second among

Unless you wish to crack the leather,
do not use gasoline in cleaning

the countries of the world In the number of automobiles manufactured and

owned and the number per capita, according to statistics furnished by the
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron.
Canada's automotive Industry employs 15,000 workers, represents an
Investment of $50,000,000 and turns
out $100,000.000 worth of cars a year.
A total of 94,000 cars were built last

ranch.

Repair Shop
GERALD DODDS Manager.

CANADA

loan

:

Glass baking dishes aro a constant
Joy.

A "breakfast alcove" Is handy In
it
a a
the kitchen.
A single stray strand of wlr. my
Canvas gloves are excellent to use
produce a ground which will stall the
engine.

when dusting.

Chains that are adjusted too tight
will tear the casing they should be
loose enough to creep.

Add a cupful of jam to a cottage
pudding mixture. Omit other sweetening.

We have very liberal terms to offer

you and we would like to have you
call on us in the

"We Heard All of the Others-- But
We Bought a Columbia Grafonola"

Spanish-America- n

AHI8 statement Is so frequently mnde that it deeerres repetition. Only by
I Just and fair comparison- - can one judge the thoroughgoing excellence and
purity of Columbia Tone and the sturdy and splendid quality of Columbia
workmanship. Seldom does the comparison result otherwise than in the impelling desire to own some type of Urafonoln.

office.

She came to stay, and when the dnrk,
struggling days of Illness nnd poverty
came for the family remained loyally
to share their troubles. The bright,
happy children, with no true realization of their forlorn condition, at once
took to Wilton as to a second father.
"The city is no place for them," he
told Miss Mercer, "nor for me, either.
I have been thinking of a single resource I have. It will take me a day
or itwo to explore Its value ot otherwise," and he tendered her some money
for family expenses until his return.
"Oh, I am able to provide for our
necessities," snid Adele. "You see, I
devote the evenings to some garment
work for a store near here." and Wilton understood why this pierless
woman looked I bin and pale
and wearied most of the time.
The resource he had alluded to was
the one piece of property Wilton had
ver owned. It was the spot where he
was born. The old home had long since
gone to decay, bnt a barn In a fair
state of preservation had been made
habitable by a man and his wife who
e
plat of
had leased It and a
ground, raising strawberries. Each year
they had paid a nominal rent until the
ast one.
It was located two miles from n bus- tling town where the strawberry raiser
had found a ready market for his
fruit,, but he bad been unable to secare pickers and had given up the business.
"And what with the two of
Depends on Point or view.
Chummy Mexico.
Mercer and me, to work and manage
We
can see In thepuddle either the
women
in
and
men
the
Mexico
In
and six little pickers ready at hand,
and a cheap horse and wagon," solilo- same social circle call each other by mud or the reflection of the blue sky;
Just as we choose. Lucy Fitch
quized Wilton, "why can we not make their Christian names.
acliving
gradually
and
a comfortable
quire the. dignity, of a modest little
"281
Men's' Rignts,
farm?"
0 ssaujsnq poouatuuioD oqA 'uoxkj
Men's rights are a great deal of
"Why not, Indeed?" Adele Mercer retldsof sn.tt .Cjnpu! eqj. u J3dU0d trouble to thein. They assert them,
peated, luter. Just as the hedges be- j&inouy tiBjotBui mbj 8uUiujqo uj and get them, and then they don't
gan to sprout' they took possession 0t
linon.lPirjo lunown uo Un 3a8 know what to do with them. A man's
their roo.oiy habitation. Through May 01 pa3iqo kd.v, aq usq.u. ';oq o pug rights, half of them, are meant" to
ones.,"
rollicked
and
throve,
the little,
o joj sso tsnq eqj penupnoa pun give away.
.The beatitude of
and with the berry season came real janpojd sq 3 iif,m. ui m;ssooong Xjsa your
rights Is,' theyaie your:' benevworkers. When It was over the money ss.tt
an ,BJonoq atipao uj j P3SBU olences. ' You can yield them, give
returns encouraged and established
puu iiijoju'.i. wt "paxpu pan pzjdA them aw'ny.
And the law of soc nl
permanently the pleasing Industry.
pid oq tpjii.u Aq gs&Hud B pajuaAui unity Is this law of assertion of a
Amid the golden glories of autumn-tid"KhtHt 'PJODUOQ jo eoj man's Individuality, and the use of
18I ul 'O'-- .
Adele and Dale became one, and
sba
sbjujs pouuQ eqj m. that Individuality as a benevolence for
non
tnunKAV
destiny
of
happy
and
the six
that
their
ipuad
iOjniDBjnu
mi
)s.iy eqx
pb
those thai are round about him. HenJlttlo ones they so loved was assured.
AJirpj ipuaj u uaauou
ry Ward Beecher.
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Grafonola Tone Is Lifelike Artistic

The Grafonola bring the living personalities of the urtlsts one hears; the
fine, full volume of nn orchestra or band,- and makes atlfylng nnd real the
actual tone of a piano or violin. Ilest of all are the glorious voices who record
only for Columbia and nre, through Columbia Itecords and the Grafonola,
brought you In unmatched perfection.

You May Own a Grafonola Now
or Select it for Christmas

.

One of these superb instruments may be yours today or you may select
It now and make dead sure of having it for Christmas. Our varied stoek of
Grafonolasln many satisfying styles awaits your most critical inspection. We'll
gladly show you any style and play it for you awaiting your decision as to Just
which one best suits you.
,
J
..'
When will you make ns a visit?
..
.

"
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This Type
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Grafonola
With any
Hecord
choice (16
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your
ele-

This Type

This Type H-- 2
Grafonola
njr right
With
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choice (IS elections).
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2

Grafonola
With nar eight
- yea

.

Complete Outfit

Complete Outfit

Hecorda
chotee (IS
lection).
Complete Outfit

158 .00

173 ,00

$128 00

ction).

t.
Tear Off Here and

Mnll to Vm

Mail me catalog

Floerslieim Merc.
Company, Roy,N.M.

of Graionolas
showing prices, styles and finishes.
Name
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LIABILITIES

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

$20,926,62 is a big account, but that is exactly the yearly
profits of the Sears, Roebuck & Co. for the past four years.
Big as it seems, it falls far short of what their profits for
1920 will be, figuring on the basis of their net returns for the first
six months of the year, which were made at $15,447,285.19.
And this is not all, for Sears, Roebuck & Co. held sufficient
undivided profits to warrant a stock dividend in July of this year
amount to 40 per cent of their common stock capital. This stock
dividend issued totaled $30,000,000, raising the common stock issue from $75,000,000 to $105,000,000.
And these millions of profits are made possible through the
millions of dollars this gigantic concern takes yearly from small
communities needing every possible dollar for their own
our own community included.
Consider these millions of dollars that should have gone to
homes, thereby increasing the taxable resources of
each community, and making possible improvements that we now
must do without that a deluded public has concentrated in the
hands of this single firm.
You, Wage Earners, think of the bigger and better home
business that could be affording you more and better jobs if this
community's share of those millions had been kept at home.
You, Farmers, think of the bigger, better towns assuming a greater, share of the taxation burden of this community, consequently lightening your share, and the increased value your
land would command threugh being situated near, more desirable
towns if your share of these millions had been spent at home.
And just a final word this is to You, Mr. Merchant it is
iest to fight fire with fire and best to combat printers' ink with
printer's ink. Advertise in the
Just remember the sooner merchants generally learn to advertise regularly
and extensively, the sooner will the millions Sears, Roebuck & Co.
"

6,000.0

87,174.66
3,401.28

:

-

Total

.

3,452.82

$130,028.70

-

State of New Mexico, County of Mora, ss. :
We, Henry Krabbenschmidt,
and Robert H. Bentlcy,
cashier, of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Correct Attest:"

....

HENRY KRABBENSCHMIDT,
ROBERT II. BENTLEY, Cashier.

-

Vice-Preside"

HENRY W. FARMER,
M. N. BAKER,
GEO. H. HUNKER, Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this seventh day of December,

1920.

ng

-

30,000.00

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
Individual deposits, subject to check .
Cashier's checks outstanding
Total of demand deposits, Items 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 $90,578.91
Certificates of deposit
Total of time deposits, Items 35, 36
.1 3,452.82

-

PAUL C. HAINES, Notary Public.
expires August 22nd, 1923.

My Commission

(SEAL)

Notice to Farmers
Wewvill give in exchange for good

clean Wheat,

Test 60 36 lbs Flour or for 60 test
32 lbs Flour and 12 lbs Bran.
now garner annually be reduced.
58 test 30 lbs Flour and 14 lbs Bran
BOOSTERS NEEDED
vitally interested.
You may. have
idea worth
There are a million ways to many dollars to anthe country.
Lay in a winter supply of Flour,
go about anything. There is, Come.
The meeting will be held
however, only one way to do it at
the
office. we guarantee our Flour, give us a
correctly. We, as a part of the
representative citizenry of the
trial. We will also grind feed but
town of Roy, wish to convey to RAILROADS CUT LUMBER
TO
RATE
16
ROY
CENTS
the people of the Mesa through
not less than a load. You must
these columns, a message of
The Santa Fe and the El Paso
terest,
Southwestern will reduce the furnish sacks for flour or pay for
A little handful of progres- rate on lumber from Albuquernew ones.
sive men have entered into a que to Roy, it was announced
Spanish-America-

n.

Spanish-America-

n

in-

&

;

campaign for the welfare of all
of us. They have organized a
Chamber of Commerce to promote the general welfare of the
general public and our town in
particular. They desire to make
this a good place in which to live.
These men "want your support
whether you live in this town or
anywhere on the Mesa. There
will be another public meeting at
8.00 p. m. on the second Monday
of this month. You should try
to attend and voice a few of your
sentiments. We need a few new
highways. We need changes in
general all over the immediate
territory in which we are so

!

yesterday at the corporation
commission. The former rate
was 56 cents and the reduced
rate 40 cents per 100 pounds.
The reduction was brought
about as a result of a complaint
of the Floersheim Mercantile
company of Roy which reported
to the commission that the rate
was high. Without filing formal
complaint the , commission got
the railroads to make the reduc
tion announced yesterday.

FARMERS MILL &
ELEVATOR COMPANY
SOLANO, NEW MEXICO

wans Down
o UK

90
Per 100 PoUIlds
-

í

S. E. PAXTO
irecéry Go.

o;

,

Pan-key- 's

-

Spanish-America-

n.

Spanish-America-

7o

WE'RE WILLING

.

up-to-d-

FATHER WAS ONCE A BOY
Johnny liked ice cream, but
he drew the line on turning the
freezer. One day when his mother returned home, she '.vas
agreeably surprised to find him
working away at the crank as
though his life depended upon it.
"I don't see how you get him
to turn the freezer," she said to
her husband, "I offered him a
di 3 to do it."
"Yon didn't go at it the right
way. my dear," replied the husChummy Mexico.
band. "I bet him a nickel he
Mexico men and women In the couldn't turn it for half an
social circle cnll each other ty hour."
Omaha World Herald.

NO DOUBT
Al Hansen and wife of Spring
Dickson
had been absent from
Roy
er were visiting
friends and
several days and on
office
his
for
looking after business matters in
return
friend insisted ron
a
his
Roy the first of the week.
knowing where he had been.
"Out to see a friend of mine
who has a still," confessed Dick;
son.
"And did you sample the
stuff?" the friend demanded.
"I guess I must have," he sighed. "There are still two days I
can't account for." Los Angeles Times.

When - you can
buy cheaper
elsewhere

'
PANKEY CANNOT REVOKE SMALLER PAPERS
PATRIOTIC
PARDON OF VILLISTAS;
THEIR FATE RESTS
The smaller city dailies and
ON DECISION IN IN- country weeklies are the
the
CASE
JUNCTION
great force for good in developAttorney General Holds Acting ing the communities they serve.
Governor lies No Right to An . The big metropolitan dailies
nul Order of Governor Larra-zol- may influence national affairs
Penitentiary Board Did some, but it is the country community that determines things.
Not Pass en Pardons.
Many people have formed the
Lieut. Gov. B. F. Pankey, act- habit of merely scanning the
ing governor during Governor headlines of the big city dailies,
Larrazolo's absence in Mexico, while smaller papers are read
will not revoke the pardons through!
granted by the executive to 16
The small city and country
Villista Columbus raiders, it press is patriotic and conservawas announced this week, the at- tive and dbe3 not rush hostiltorney general's oflice having ad- ities, with other countries that
vised him that he did not have lead to war.-- ,
the authority. The state legal : There re big metropolitan padepartment is still investigating pers ti'tat would force our counto see if Mr. Pankey can pre- try into war with Mexico and
vent the release of the men in Japan for what they could make
'
case the district court's tempor- out of it.
ary restraining order is dissolve
ed. Hearing on the injunction
Several from Roy attended the
is set for December fourth.
Mosquero Lyceum course given
Mr. Pankey, after previously last Wednesday evening at that
stating that on the advice of the place. The program given by
attorney general he would not the Thomas J. Kellam Co. was
assume authority to prevent the a success and highly appreciated
release of the prisoners,- took the by the audience.
appeal under consideration after
authorities had been quoted by
Leroy Forrest, representing
Neil B. Field, Albuquerque at- the J. I. Case Threshing Matorney, member of the delegation chine company, of Amarillo,.
that laid the matter before him. Texas, was in town the first of
Inquiry Into Legal Points
the week calling on his local
Assistant Attorney General agent.
Bowman in the meantime made
Mrs. Ted Thompson, of near
an investigation of the legal
points involved, and Mr.
Mills, was operated upon at the
decision followed.
Plumlee hospital last week for
The Villistas were charged appendicitis. At present she Í3
with the murder of only one man reported as doing nicely.
While lawyers
at Columbus.
Read the Christmas ads in this
hold it would be possible to reindict and try the 16 men for the week's paper. Our merchants
murder of any of the other 14 are offering sor.ie excellent barvictims of the raid, Luna county, gains to you and they are telling
it is said, estimates the cost of about them to you thru the
such a trial at $25,000, and doe3 columns of the
not welcome the expense.
A report was that members of
Ray Carr and R. C. Grunig ar
the legislature expressed their
willingness to vote for a state rived home from Texas last Satappropriation to defray the eogt urday in the little runabout of
Mr.' Carr s. They report a pleas
of new trials.
Board Did Not Act on Pardons. ant trip but encountered some
The question of the pardons very disagreeable weather while
did not come before the state on the road.
board of penitentiary commisEdd Cable arrived on the
sioners, according to statement
Polly
last Saturday from Gay- by Levi A. Hughes, member of
Kans.,
where he has been
lord,
Hughes
said
Mr.
that
board.
the
the board was not consulted at the past month visiting relativesany time in regard to the mat- and friends. Of course, Ed was
ter. He would not make any glad to get back just like all the
statement as to the powers or rest of them.
prerogatives of the board under
A. L. Burleson Í3 a new reader
the statute, as that is involved in
the case now before the district of the SpanisruAmencan this
court on injunction proceedings. week. We knew A. I. couldn t
butcher shop
If the court holds that pardons run an
the
without
cannot be granted without the
board recommendations, it is al
G. W. White, Berea, Ky., who
leged by some that 90 per cent of
in and near
visiting
is
the pardons granted by the gov Roy, calledfriends
n
on
the
ernor during his term will be inbecame one of its
and
validated. D. T. Hoskins of Las
Vegas is president of the prison large family of readers..

In
same

--

their Christian names.

A CREED FOR EVERY MAN

To be honesl; io be kind; to
cam a little and spend a little
less, is a qood creed for every
man wno hopes to be happu
and ro save as he gees mrougii
life.

A Bank Account Will Help
THRIFT, WORKING THROUGH A BANK ACCOUNT
PRODUCES PERSONAL PROSPERITY. AND HAPPINESS DEPENDS VERY LARGELY ON HONESTY, KINDLINESS AND PROSPERITY.
"

LEARN THE SOLID SATISFACTION
THAT GOES WITH
LET US WRITE YOUR NAME ON ONE OF
OUR LEDGER SHEETS. ACCEPT THE CREED AND BE SUCCESSFUL.
MONEY-IN-THE-BAN-

K.

THEÍÍOY TRUST,.

&,SiilNOS BANK
.Capitelajid Surplus

$0,0000

board.
The first legislature of. the
state after its admission adopted
a law governing the pardoning
of convicts, part of which, as
found in Sec. 5087, Comp. 1915,
is as follows: "No convict who
shall have been sentenced to the
penitentiaiy shall be pardoned
before the expiration of his time,
or have his time commuted by
the governor, unless the same be
first recommended by the board
cf penitentiary commissioners."

Melville Floersheim of the'
Springer Trading Co. was visiting relatives in Roy Sunday.
I. C. Floersheim, editor of the
Springer 8imes, was a pleasant
caller in Roy the first of the
week.

Harry Redd, formerly of this
place but now of Springer, was
yisiting friends here last

CHURCH SERVICES
PRAIRIE OIL COMPANY
Following are thcchurch serSTRIKES GAS; SIXTY
vices for the Solano and Mos
MILLION FEET A DAY quero charge :
Sunday schools each babbatft
in Solano, Mosquero and Liberty school house at 4.0 o'clock a.
m., and in the Bradley school
house at 2 p. m.
League meetings at Solano,
and Mosquero each Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
Preaching at Mosquero the
first and third Sundays of each
month, Nov. 7th and Nov. 21st,
at 11 a. m. and at 8 p. m., and on
the afternoons of the same dates
in Bradley school house at 3 p.
m. Also preaching at the Liberty, school house the second and
steadily and report a consider- fourth Sundays of each month,
able quantity of oil at 1,700 feet Nov. 14th and Nov. 28th, at 11
It is believed this strike is com a. m., and in the evenings of the
mercial oil if the company cared same dates at Solano at 8 p. m.
to stop at this depth and start
Man's First and Last Things.
pumping. Four other tests are
to be started with hole3 4,000 One of the first things a child wants
to do Is to get Its hands on a lead
feet deep.
pencil
make,

Clayton, Dec. 4. The Prairie
Oil company which has contracts
to drill six wells in the gap between Union county and the Amarillo fields has struck a gas well
near Channing, Texas, which it
is said is flowing over 60,000,000
feet per day. 'This well is 25
miles northwest of the other gas
wells of the company. The sec
ond well, nine miles from this lo
cation is nearing the same form
ation and the third well, near the
Union , county line, is drilling

Pioneer In Pencil Industry.
The first lend pencil mi nufacturef
In the United States was William Monroe of Concord, Mass., Vio, In 1812,
luvented a process by w'iich he pul
verized and mixed the naterlnl and
Incased It In cedar holiVjrs. He was
very successful In, sellti g his product
and. continued the bush ess for a yea
and a half, jvtien he.
obliged to
give It Hp on account of the difficulty
In obtaining raw mo estala... Another.
pioneer la tjin Uidti-w- y
vrns Joettih
Dlxon,
commetiiil. biwlness :ln
'
'
y
; ... .' ,
U2T.

,J

,ho
;

1"

and
some zigzag marks
on a sheet of paper,- which It lisplngly
tells Its hnppy mother Is a letter to
daddy. . About the last thing an old
man thinks of doing Is to tget an old
tump of a lead pencil and tremblingly make notes for his lawyer. Indicating to whom he wants to will his prop

rty.

-

a

Caught In. Hie Own Trap.
The magaxtne writer wh .propounded a series of questions headed "What
do yon know??, answered one of them
by raying that "She Stoops to Conquer". wa wrlttea tiy Bherldari. W&at
do , jot fcuowrttbout . thati Boston
v

.

THE

MOSQUERO MENTIRAS
Changeable
weather that
makes one want to carry a palm
leaf fan and a fur overcoat in
order to be fully prepared is now
the order of the day.
Another big booster club meeting was held at the Mosquero
school house last Saturday and
was well attended and several
questions of interest threshed
out.
Messrs. Benj. F. Brown and
L. A. Wilson returned from Albuquerque, N. M., Friday of last
week,-wher- e
they were in attendance on the Federal Court
at the state metropolis.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ABOUT THE
SNORTY GOBBLER
We reproduce the following
from the Des Moines Swastika;
Triers is auoh cprterjil interest
in this, county in the affairs of
the Snorty Gobbler 0" and Gas
company, please permit me the
space to tell just what has been
doné in that connection since i
was appointed receiver early in

VÍHV

.

r

Tl

"i

U. S. Land Office nt Clayton, N. M.,

'

is more suitable than an
article of Jewelry. Jewelry is useful
as well as ornamental. My stock is new
and I offer you only the best at prices
Everything
within the reach of all.
wrapped in nice attractive packages.
TOOTHING

August.

,

When I took charge I found
that the company had sold $89,-00- 0
of stock and that there wa3
no money and a pressing indebtedness of around $16,000. Indeed, there was a mortgage on
the equipment and also five liens

against it. Furthermore, drilling had been suspended, and not
only had the officers been away
from the company's premises for
many months, but they were not
spending 'any., money whatever.
From the first of January this
Thanksgiving at the parental year,: to
the first of July these
home at Mosquero.gentlemen Bold $33,000 of stock,
Dr. Gibbs, railway surgeon, of which amount $10,000 was
was called to Cabeza Monday to for S." E. Lane personally, stock
attend a case of poisoning that that was voted to Mr. Lane as
resulted from the efforts of Mr." one of the organizers. Of the
David Aranda of that place to remaining $23,000, the sum of
cure a case of rheumatism by $8,500 was sent to the home oftaking inwardly a lot of liniment fice. The other was retained
that was intended for external either a,s commission or because
use only. He will recover but the officers claimed the company
still insists that as his rheuma- owed them that much for the
tism was "inward, it was but money advanced.
My first and sole endeavor was
natural to suppose that the medicine, to accomplish it's object, to secure a drilling. To that end
should have also been applied to I sought to sell the company just
as it stood. Although I took up
hi3 'innards'."
the matter personally with nearMiss Juanita Baca, niece of ly all of the leading oil companies
.Mrs. J. M. de Baca of Mosquero, and promoters of Texas, Oklaa young lady of 24 years of age, homa, Colorado and Wyoming, I
died at the residence of her was unable to interest a single
brother near Mosquero last week party or concern. Finally, I had
after having suffered for some one bid, which I. accepted, and
time with an advanced stage of those people were then unable to
Interment was raise the money. Eventually,
tuberculosis.
made at the Baca home near
the officers of the company rea large crowd from Mos- turned from the east and made
quero accompanying the remains the proposition
that they
to its last resting place from would take over the company
Mosquero to the valley, where it again with the court's permiswas met by a large crowd of sion, and pay all of the indebtfriends and relatives from that edness. I accepted this, but they
Icinity.
could not raise the money. Latsaid they could get
Mr. JL E. Truiillo. rjonular er on, theycontract,
and agreed
drilling
a
proprietor of the Elite Billiard to
also
and
the sum
that
furnish
parlor, returned to- Mosquero
payment
toward
of
the
$2,800
last week and has again taken the indebtedness. I agreed of
to
charge of the establishment. Mr.
15th,
October
on
writing
in
this
Trujillo has been away for some
is the last I have heard
time attending a barber, college and that
Then I made the
matter.
of
the
sX Oklahoma City and returns a
Vrt - offer to not less than fifteen comf eir era A o rA im
f nil .L.lU&t.U
.Infa
Aiili ip'W'UaiC
I would give them
ber, prepared to :give his patrons panies that
complete
and all af the
rig
the
hair-canything from a curly
debt,
of
if they would
leases,
free
to a foot massage. He was met
Only one company
only
drill.
at the depot by a crowd of his was interested, and it eventually
friends who greeted him with his
turned the proposition down bei
college yejl o.
cause
the geologist reported that
"Cut the Cheek and cut the Jaw,
Grenville
territory was not
the
And leave the face
an oil structure.
Raw,
Haw."
Raw,
Mr. Dan Vinson, vice pres- Mr. E. E. Fuller made a busi- 'dent, and Mr. L. L. Travis, secness trip to Tucumcari Sunday, retary of the company, have both
5tated to me that they can buy
returning Monday.
olenty of rigs complete for less
Mr. Pratt, formerly pool hall than $6,000 and, when they were
proprietor of Tucumcari, is in figuring with me on securing a
Mosquero looking over the town drilling that is the valuation
and searching for & location ei- they placed on the Snorty Gobther on a ranch or in a business bler outfit. Only this week in
"venture in town.
Clayton in the presence of severStinebaugh Brothers, who left al witnesses, Mr. Travis stated
for Colorado a short time ago that any price above $6,000 was
have returned to Mosquero and a mighty good price. I accepted
are considering starting .up their everv proposition ever made me
well drilling machine again ior by the former officials, but they
a short time.
were unable to live up to a single
one for the reason that they
HEALTH WEEK FOR
could not raise the money.
BUYING CHRISTMAS
As a matter of fact, the wild
SEALS PROCLAIMED
cat oil game is at a very low ebb,"
"It ia well," says Acting Gov- and nobody knows that any Beernor Psnkey in a proclamation tter than the former officials of
announcing "Health Week" "for the Snorty Gobbler. Stock sellus to keep in mind at this season ing is well nigh impossible.
After it became apparent to
of giving and rejoicing, the unmen and to Judge Lieb, that
both
indiupon
necessary tarden laid
viduals and our state by prevent- it was seemingly impossible to
able disease. It is right that we sell the company, or to even give
do everything in our power to it away, for a drilling, we had
lighten that burden and to add one offer for the rig. That came
to the sum total of happiness.", from Mr. A. S. Palmer, of ClayThe proclamation designates ton, representing some Illinois
the week of December 12 to 18 speculators, who are going to
as "New Mexico Health Week" drill six miles from Pasamonte.
for the purchase of Christmás At the same time they could have
bought the rig for $6,000, but
seals to carry on the world-wid- e
fight against disease and to thus they had to have one speedily,
promote the work of the state because they plan to start drilland county health organizations. ing not later than January 1st,
Mrs. Fred Brown, Mrs. F. S. and for that reason I was able to
as much as' $9.000 out of
Strickland and Mrs.'S. E, Pax-to- n
This sale was approved by
them.
look
have been appointed to
Lieb, alter giving it aue
Judge
seals
of
sale
Christmas
the
after
consideration.
at Roy, and Mrs. Harry Hughes
at Solano, and Mrs. E. C. Smith The sale was ordered three
at Mills. Don't forget when you weeks after the former officials
purchase these seals that you are of the Snorty Gobbler had made
giving to a good cause.
me an indefinite proposition and
they had left the state for
after
W. W. Day is reported v-lunknown to" nje
whereabouts
low: at the Self hospital
anything elge
saying'
without
;.:id
Day is suffering from ca
matter;
'
the
about
his case is considered hojel. :.
The good people"of Grenville
Dr.land Mrs. AveryVáre again have been so enthusiastic that
residents of Roy after & month's the trend of events has keenly
vacatiúi. in Denver We under- 'disappointed them and I feel that
stand, the doctor .will attain open it: is '"owing to. thorn that they
up his- dental parlors in Roy and should know the real facts. 1
""think, , too, ..that oil was never
become A bonaiide resident
rtr.ick in the Snorty üobbier
'..
Roy.
.
.

Is

Isabel Brown,: popular
principal of the - Mosquero
schools, was made happy by the
visit ox her daughter, Mrs. Bran-liol,
recently wedded to Mr.
of Denver, Colo., who 'spent

Coine early, any article will be laid away
for you till Christmas if you choD3e, by

r
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OF IMPOSTORS

BEWARE

--

o-

It

is indeed sad

to think that

men will become so depraved
that they will graft upon the distress of the starving and freezing children in the Near East.
At least a dozen impostors soliciting funds for orphans in the
warworn countries have been arrested in the United States in
the last ten days. We have one
in the Clayton jail and are on
the track of others.
.We are not employing anyone
not a citizen of New Mexico to
solicit for the Near East in New
Mexico. When anyone appears
in your town or vicinity collecting for the starving and freezing children in the Near East,
require them to show their letters of authority. These letters
should bear my signature and
should be dated from Clayton,
Nfew Mexico.
Any stranger not so'authoriz-e- d
is an impostor upon our charity and a grafter upon the sympathies of the people. Publish
them as being without authority
and wire me immediately at my
expense. '
This will not apply to local
leaders, whom you know as collectors for the Near East Relief
,

in

your town.

H. R. .MILLS, State 'Director.
The Near East Relief is authorized by a special act of Congress to do America's part in the

Near East.

.

We had the pleasure of turning out a fine line of job work
for the Farmers Mill and Eleva
tor at Solano thi3 week. The
mill has all the work they can
do. Be sure and read their ad
which appears elsewhere in this
issue.

Wortman Brothers called on
the

Spanish-America-

Tuesday

n

morning and each renewed for
one year. We have received
quite a number of new subs, this
week as well as renewals.
Robert Street of the Fluhman
neighborhood renewed his sub.
last Monday and also had the paper sent to his brother, Will
Street, at Coupland, Texas. Mr.
Street will visit friends in Texas for the winter, and left on
the Polly Monday for that place.
Kingsbury, Jay
Lawrence
Bradley and Frances Smith, the
Misses Stella and Clara Aytes
and Miss Drake, of Mosquero, attended the American Legion social last Thursday evening at
Roy.
.

Louise Kennedy,. who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Cal
Jones, at Tucumcari, the past
week, returned home Saturday.

Wil-

"C"

Department of the Interior
of
requires .Republica-

M
yv.
NH

C.' E. TTohson.
'
'.

.
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U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
November 10, 1920.
NOTICE 3 hereby given that
Decideria Martinez, of Roy, New
Mexico, who, .on February 3, 1917
niadc Homestead Entry, No. 024451,
for NV. SV6, SEVi SWM, Sec. '5,
NWH Sec. 8, T. 19 N., R. 25
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three yeav
Proof, to establish claim to the land

n,

.

,

that

tion.

Fla-vcl-

--

is hereby given

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

making a small payment down.

-

Novemarr

No. 2763
You, Benerito Martines, are here-

by notified that a suit has been commenced against you in the District
liam Walter Poole, cf Tucumcari,: Court
the County of Mora, New
New Mexico, who, on Jan. 24, 1910,' Mexico,forby your wife, Juanita
V. de
made Homeptead implication, No.' Martines, that plaintiff seeks a di021544, for WVi Section 34, Town- vorce on the ground of desertion, that
ship 17 N., Range 31. E., N, M. P. unless you enter your appearance in
Meridian, has fjlecl notice pf inten- the said cause on or before Decemtion to make' threé year Proof, to ber 31st, 1920, decree will be deestablish claim to the land above de- manded against you by default.
scribed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W. G.
Commissioner,
at Mosquero, New Ward, P. O. and business address, E.
Mexico, on January 12, 1921,
Las Vegas, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
(StCAL)
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Robert N. Rogers, Joseph S. BakClerk of the District Court
er, Chester L. Flowers, Walter K.
Cox, all of Galléeos, New Mexico.
NOTICE
PAZ VALVERDE,
No. 2764
Register.
You, Juanita Garcia de Padilla

For Christmas

j

NOTICE

Department of the Interior

vw H

NOTICE

Mrs.

-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

are hereby notified that a suit for
divorce h3 been commenced against
you in the district court of the Coun
ty of Mora, New Mexico, entitled, Ll- fido Padilla vs. Juanita Garcia de
Padilla on the ground of desertion,
that unless you enter your appearance in the said cause on or before
the 31st day of December, 1920, decree will be demanded against you
by default.
Plaintiff's attorney 9
Charlea W. G. Ward, P. O. and business address is E. Las Vegas, N. M.
(ShiAL)
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Clerk of the District Court

above described, before Register and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Department of the Interior
Clayton, New Mexico, on' January 14. U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
1921.
.Nov. 24, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE is hereby given that Jesus
Jose Leandro Martinez, Nazario Márquez, of Sabinoso, New Mexico,
Baca, Jacob Digness, Francisco A. who, on January 17th, 1916, made
Martinez, all of Roy, New Mexico. '
Homestead Application, No. 021514,
Beecher Bohannan is a new
PAZ VALVKRUK,
for W
Section 15, Township 17 N.,
Register. Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
reader of the Spanish-America- n
fiied lotice of intention to make
this week.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Fine Three Year Proof, to establish .
Department of the Interior
claim to the land above described, beThe State of New Mexico,
U. S. Land Office' at Clayton, N. M., fore F. H. Foster, U. S. CommissionCounty of Mora,
Nov. 8. 1920.
er, at his office at Roy, Néw Mexico,
IN FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
is hereby given that on January 19, 1921.
NOTICE
COURT
George Ulibarri of Bueyeros, New
Claimant names as witnesses:
S.
Zeab
Longuevan, )
Mexico, who, an Sept, 17, 1918, made
Elias Sena, Deciderio Lucero,
)
riaintiff,
Homestead application No. 024058, Frank Lujan, Valentin Baca, all of
) No. 2767. for the WMi NEtt,.SE
vs.
NWii; Sabinoso, New Mexico.
The Unknown Heirs of S
W
NWVi, Sec. 33; SW14 SW,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Anastacio Trujillo, de- - )
Register.
SW4 SEV4, Section 28; SEtt
ceased; the Unknown )
Sec. 29, Township 22 N., Range 30
1
of
Heirs
Maria Manuela
FOR PI BLICATIiW
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
'TIfK
Department of the Interior
Valdez, deceased; the )
tice of intention to make Final Three
ü.
B.
Office at Clayton, N. M.,
land
Unknown Heirs of Juan )
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
Oct. 16, 1920.
Molla, deceased; the )
NOTICE Is hereby Riven that Mnnui.l
land above described, before W. n.
M.
Cordova, of Sabinoso, New Mexic ,
Unknown Heirs of Do- - )
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his
on November 13, 1916, made
lores Trujillo, deceas- - )
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Jan, who,
SEVi.
Homestead No. 023375. for N
ed; the Unknown Heirs )
7, 1921.
W14 NE4, Section 7, Township 17 N.,
liantfe 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
of Jose Esquipula Roy-- )
Claimant names as witnesses:
notice of intention to mako Three
bal, deceased; the Un- - )
Canuto Gonzales, Juan Madril, An- filtd
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
known heirs of Jose )
Un
Bueyeros,
all
of
tonio Castillo,
land above described, before Register
and Receiver of U.- S. Land Office, at
Estipula Ruybal, de- - )
ion County, New Méx.; lgnacia Jim Clayton,
N. M., on the 16th dfij' of
)
Union
County,
ceased; the Unknown
inez, of Pasamonte,
December, 1920.
Heirs of Juan Gonzales, )
New Mexico.
Claimant names as w:tncM-Franolsco Esqulb., of tin..! msr N'.
PAZ VALVERDE,
deceased; the Unknown )
M.. Esteban Cor,
h. cf
Register. M..
Heirs of Martm Anzi, )
Ruy. N. V
Casimiro
deceased; the Unknown
Prudencio ?ra.i:nez. o." Trementina, N
M,
Heirs of W. C. Roy, deNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVFIRPE,
ceased; Eugenia Roy,
Department of the Interior
Res' r
Josephine Roy, Panthan,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Eliza Roy, and the UnNov. 13, 1920.
SÍOTK K FOR PI BI.ICATIOV
Department of the Interior
known Claimants of In
is hereby given that
NOTICE
'
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. if.,
U.
terests in the Premises )
on
who,
N.
M.,
Abel Madrid, of Mora,
Oct. 25, 1920.
Adverse to the Plaint- - )
March 29, 1915, made additienal
NOTICE is hereby given that Hilario
Bueyeros,
Trujillo,
)
New Mexico, who.
of
iff, (premises being the
homestead entry No, 010439, for
on September 13, 1917, made HomeSW
land and real estate )
N
NW
NW;
stead Application, No. 0253ÍI7, for th?
hereinafter described) )
NWii Section 14, Township 21 N., W(i NE',4, Section 11, Township 2 N.,
Range 24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Range 30 E., N.
i Meridian, has filNotice of Pendency of Action
You, the above named defendants, filed notice of intention to make three ed notice of intention to - make Finnr-Threto
Proof,
Year
establish claim to
are hereby notified that an action to year Proof, to establish cWtns to the the land above described,
before W. II.
quiet title to the following describ- land above described, before F. H. Willcox, 1'. b. Commissioner, at his ofat Roy, i;cv .Mexico, o:l Dvc;H.
ed 'land and premises lying in the Foster, U. S. Commissioner at Eoy, ficii
191:0.
Coonty of Mora and State of New Mora Co., N. M.;on the. 4th day of
Claimant nenes os wftnofsesr
January, 1921.
Mexico,
,
Frank Truji'lo, uf Kephait, Unlni
County, New Méx.; Ignacio Jimlnez, i f
A certain tract of land situate in
Claimant names 'a; "witnesses:
I nion County, New Méx.:
Pasamonte,
Jose Dolores Medina, Ursilo Gon George rilbnrrl,
the Town of Mora, in Mora County,
of Bueyeros. Unlc i'
Maximo
zales,
Cordova,
Madrid,
Coanty, New Ilex.; Juan Madril,
Felix
New Mexico, and same being bound
New Mfxlcn.
Bueyeros,
Union
Countv.
ed as follows:
all of Mills, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDH,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
On the north by the Mora River;
Register.
' Register.
On the south by the Main Street
and M. Campos property:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ;
On the east by land formerly of
Department of the Interior
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
Juan B. Martinez, and M. Campos
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Department
of the Interior
property:
Nov. 24, 1920.
On the west by an alley leading U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
NOTICE is hereby given that WilNov. 29, 1920.
from Main street to Mora River
liam
Nichols, of Mills, Mora Co..
NOTICE is iiereby given that Gre New H.
nunibered and styled as above, has
Mexico, who, on August 2, 1917
Mosquero,
New
gorio
Monitoya,
of
by
plaintiff
been commenced
the
in
made Homestead Application No.
the District Court for the County of Mexico, who, on Oct. 21, 1915, made 025240 for W
SEy Section 6,
No.
020260,
for
Homestead
bntrv,
Mora, New Mexico; that unless you
Township 21 N., Range 25 E., N. M.
3,
Twp.
31,
Section
Lot
SWA,
E
enter your appearance in the said
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intencanse on r before the 24th day of 18 N., Range 29 E., N. M. P. Merid.. tion to make Final Three Year Proof
Township
6,
17
3
Sect'on
of
Lot
and
January, 1921, decree of the court
to establish claim to the land above
will be taken against you by de N., Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
make
to
intention
filed
notice
of
fault. Plaintiff's attorney is Charles has
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
W. G. Ward, postoffice and business Final Three Year Proof, to establish New Mexico, on January 18, 1921.
be
above
described,
Claimant, names na witnesspa:
address, Last Las Vegas, New Mex- claim to the land
fore A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commission
ico,
G. C. Till. A. D. Hurford, C. D.
er, at his office in Mosquero, N. M.,
(SEAL)
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
HonvC .D. Cheney, all of Mills, New
Clerk. on Jan. 18, 1921.
Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Eduardo Gallegos, Augustine Blea.
Register.
Eusivio Aranda, Polito Montoya, all
NOTICE OF HEARING FINAL
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
REPORT.
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico, County of
Register.
Department of the Interior
Mora, ss. :
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
In Probate Court.
Nov. 24, 1920.
In the Matter of the Es- - )
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE is hereby given that Antate of James II. )No.
tonio Jose Vigil, of Kenton, Okla.,
Department of the Interior
)
Rhyne, deceased.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. who, on Sept. 11, 1920, made AddiNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
Nov. 29, 1920. tional Homestead Application, Serial
That Minnie M. Rhyne, administraNOTICE is hereby given that Gab- No. 02G941, for SW
SWU Sec. 30,
trix of the above named estate of
SEW,
James H. Rhyne, deceased, has filed riel S. Vigil, of Albert, Union Co., Two. 31 N., Range 37 E., NW
her final report of her administration New Mexico, who, on July 2nd, 1915 NE'14 SWU, SV4 NWÍ4, Sec. 25, EV3
Sec. 23,
of the estate of said deceased, and made Addl. Homestead Application, NEVi Sec. 26. SEV SE
M.
the hearing of the same has been set No. 020357, for .SV4 SE4 Sec. 22 Township 31 N., Range 36 E., N. infor Wednesday, the 5th day of Jan- and N NEi, Section 27, Townshin P. Meridian, has filed notice of
uary, 1921, at the hour of ten o'- 20 N., Range 28 E., N. M. P. Merid- tention to make Three Year Proof, to
clock in the forenoon of that day, ian, has filed notice of intention K establish claim to the land above deesscribed, before Charles P. Talbot, U.
at the office of the Probate Judge make Final Three Year Proof, to deS. Commissioner, at his office 'n
at the Court House of Mora County, tablish claim to the land above
S. Clayton, N. M., on January 19, 1921.
at Mora, New Mexico, and all per- scribed, before F. H. Foster, U.Roy,
Claimant names as witnesses:
at
sons interested in said estate are here- Commissioner, at
Robert E. Patter, Herbert Simpson.
by notified then and there to appear New Mexico, on Jan. 18, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Carl Potter, Delfido Craine, all of
and show cause, if any they have,
Y. Montez, Juan Jose Rodriguez, Kenton, Oklahoma.
why the said final report should not
PAZ VALVERDE,
be settled and allowed, and the un- Leandro Martinez, all of Roy, New
Register.
dersigned administratrix discharged. Mexico, and Modesto .Domenges, of
Dated this 6th day of December, Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
1920.
Register
MINNIE M. RHYNE,
IN JUSTICE PEACE COURT
Administratrix.
Precinct No. 22, County of Mora,
Sttte of New Mexico.
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
T. A.' Turner and A. F. )
CONCERN
) No.
Pate, Plaintiffs
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well. If any oil came out of the
well it was poured in and I can
prove it. I think also that they
y
should remember that the
was capitalized, for $100,-00- 0
of the stock
and
was sold and only a depth, of 568
feet was reached and the company was then $16,000 in debt.
However, Grenville is a plucky
community and the failure of the
Snorty Gobbler will not retard
the development of a town so
progressive and determined.
There is going ta be at least one
more drilling in'.Unien county
and if oil jfli brought' in it will
benefit Grenville just as much as
any other part of,the"c"orjntv- - '
Respectfully yours,
com-oan-

nine-tent-

hs

Í

MR. FRED WHITE SAYS.
"DON'T IDLE BECAUSE
YOU SEE ONLY ONE RAT"
"I did. Pretty soon I found
my cellar full. They ate my poP
tatoes.
After trying
I got: 5 dead rats. The
rest later. They pass up the po
tatoes' to eat
If
there are rata around your place
follojy.. Mr. i. White's,, example.
Three sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold
"' '
...
Franc Mangum-- -' mi guaranteed by Fairview
Receiver of th Snorty Gobbler, Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.
.

RAT-SNA-

.

.

RAT-SNAP.-

"'

Notice is hereby given to
whom it may concern that Minnie M. Rhyne, the undersigned,
was appointed on the 17th day
of July, 1919, Administratrix of
he: estate of James H. Rhyne,
deceased, and all persons having
claims against thestaVe of said
James H. Rhyne, deceased, will
present the same within the time
prescribed by law.

Minnie M, Rhyne.
'Aiminlstrstrix.
P. O. Box No. 134, Roy, II. Ilex.

vs.

)

Frank O. White, Defend- - ) ,
ant.
- Order For Publication '
To Frank O. White, you are com
manded to appear and answer in the
above entitled cause now pending in
the above court on .or before the 30th
ky of, December. A. D. 1920, other- wise)- .'jttdgmen-- t
will be rendered
aeainst your property which has been
attached in the hands of the Citizens
State Bank, of Mills, New Mexico,
of an attachment issued there

'.

.

-

m

in.
V. V. BOJUÜUPIíaKK,
.CdnstaWe.

THE
Essay cn Geese.
The followli'g 'ii:ii"W't!o;i on geese
as written, Recording to Clipper's
Weekly, by a solmolhoy In St. Louis:
"Geese Is a lionvy-se- t
bin with a head
on one side and n ttill on the other.
Ills feet is set so fur buck on his running geor Hint they nearly miss bis
body. Some geese Is ganders and has
a curl In his tall. Ganders don't lay
or set. They Just eat, loaf and go
swimming.
If I had to be a geese, I
would rather be a gander. Geese do
not give mtlk, but give eggs, but for
me, give me liberty or give me deaUu

U.S. Geloog-ica- l
Survey Pcard Í3 assisting
County agent Kronig in istructing
Mr. C.C. Pope of

persons how to poison coyotes.
All those interested will please
call on Mr. Kronig at his office,
in Wagon Monnd or write him
for full particulars. Reports coming to the office are to the effect
that this year there are many
coyotts around the hills, and it is
best to get rid of "the coyotes
otherwise the cyotes will get rid
Two Church Designation.
The word "protestant" Include of your chickens, lambs and cal
many churches, the Protestant
ves. This is for the benefit of
and the Methodist Episcopal
the farmer, cattle and sheepmen.
among them. The word "protestant
came Into use at the time of the Ref- Take abvantage of it and secure
ormation both In England and on the the dope to rid our county of
Epts-cop- al

It atood for a . protest
continent
against the Roman Catholic church.
The name la not particularly significant at this time when all of the
churches are drawing closer together.
Brooklyn Eagle.

Man's First and Last Things.
One of the first things a child wants
to do Is to get Its hands on a lead
pencil and make some tlgzag marks
on a sheet of paper, which It llsplngly
tells Its happy mother Is a letter to
duddy. About the last thing an old
man thinks of doing Is to get an old
stump of a lead pencil and tremblingly make notes fqr his lawyer, Indicating to whom he wants to will his prop-

REDUCED

10 TO 40 PER CENT
Since the market began to go down
we have steadilj lowered our"prices until
we are now selling some items FORTY

PER CENT lower than when at the high-epoint. WE FOLLOW the MARKET

st

General Blacksmith

.''v. and

So when you buy from us you pay according to the market value of the goods;

.
London Cats.
Thirty thousand starving cats art
rescued from London streets every
year. They are painlessly killed, their
skins being used for muffs and flores.
Brooklyn Eagle.

--Boberts

RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA- P.

RAT-SNA-

Trading Co.

AT THE OLD STAND,

Wllii THE LIBERTY

a .Olveni

J. D. Wade,
Prop'r
Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer,

M osquerol!

Lawyers

opened up a row of lots on the
main street of town.

com-in-

&

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and Federal Courts and

Will sell on terms to suit the purchaser, Write or call on me

U, S. Land Office

Mosquero, N. M.

Ed. McNeil

Spanish-America-

For Sale: Ford touring
car, see V. V. Carris
WHY MR. JOE ARMSTONG,
CELEBRATED DOG TRAIN-

ER, USES

Thomas A.. Whelan

Is the time to buy Lots in
i have just

For Sale; 320 acre farm
130 acres in enltivation, 70
in wheat, good house, barn
and other improvements,
n
Inquire;

GARAGE

NOW

RAT-SNA-

:
;

Machine Work,

Come in and sec us

RAT-SNA-

the cotton states.

FARMERS
ATTENTION
- If you have feed and
water
I will turn you from one car
ABSTRACT
to several cars of good white
COMPANY
face dehorned cattle to feed,
will weigh cattle to you and
Mora, New Mexico Iallow
you all pounds you put
Abstracts of all lands in Mora on them while feeding
and I
County
will pay all shipping expenses
Prompt Service
By doing this you will realAccurate Copy of Records
ize practically a dollar a busPhilip Sanchez, Secretary
hel for your corn, within 60
to 90 days.
GEO, II. RAY. ROY N.M.

MORA

LUMBER PRICES

coyotes.

P
YOUR MONEY BACK IF
DOESN'T COME UP
TO THESE CLAIMS.
absolutely
is
P
guaranteed to kill rats and mice.
Cremates them. Rodents killed
erty.
leave no smell.
P
. J with
Rats pas3 up all food to get at
Unwelcome Immigrant
Their first meal is
' The boll weevil Is something
this
comes in
P
last.
their
country has acquired from Mexico.
mixing.
or dogs
Cats
No
cakes.
It crossed the Rio Grande river In
35c,
sizes,
Three
it.
touch
won't
travel1892. Since then It lias been
guaranteed
and
Sold
65c,
$1.25.
ing from 40 to 100 miles each year,
and now covers the greater part of by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy

j

SPANISH-AMERICA-

RAT-SNA-

P

"Noticed rats around my kennels, having hundreds of prize
dogs, couldn't take chances.
in three
Tried
weeks every rat disappeared.
Noticed that the dogs never went
near
I tell my
Use
friends about
this sure rodent exterminator,
it's safe. Comes in cake form.
Three sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold
and guaranteed by Fairview
Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.
RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA-

P;

P.

RAT-SNAP- ."

Notice
El Dorado Hotel Church
The first quartely conferance
Under new Management

of the Methodist Episcopal Chuwill be held on the
3rd Sunday in December 3 oclock
P.M. at the Christian Church.

Charles Chapman, Proprietor rch South

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Dont ship your "BATTERY" away to
be repaired or recliarged-- -

Let the boys at the

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

ELEÍRIC BATTERY SERVICE STATION

The Ford Model T One Ton Truck was the
e
first low price truck to carry the
mechanism
delivering
power
that tremendous
had previously been an exclusive feature with
high priced motor trucks. In the Ford Truck,
of manganese
e
however, you get the
and
strength
in
bronze material, absolute
low
a
very
of
power, at
positive in the delivery
many
the
price. Come in and let us point out
superior merits of the Ford One Ton Truck,
because you need one in your work. We give
prompt and efficient repair service.
worm-driv-

FIX IT

,

BECK
MOTOR CO.

Caí

with

J. E. Buscy Company

Fairview Pharmacy

Oí

The Roy Drug Store

lis
ft"

.

Let us demonstrate the
neatest small car on the
Mesa-t- he
1920 Maxwell

,

Acaes of goFOR SALE-1- 60
od tillible land, adjoining thefown
of Solano, will sell at a bargain if
bought within the next 30 days.
SPANISH AMERICAN. .

FISK & GOODYEAR
TIRES
FREE BATTERY
SERVICE

Ice Cream

and Soda Water
and a large

First Class Drug Store.

Established;1908

A

FORD Parts

PioneerGarage

Goods marked to sell

Stock of such Sundries as are usually kept in a

28-- 3

FOR TRADE
I have 12 head of good young
work Mules which I will trade
for cattle, What have you to
offer. J.H. White Roy N.M. R.1

at the
Roy Trading Co. read their ad
as they have prewar prices praPatent and Proprietory Medicenes ctically on all goods sold.

Hot Drinks in Season, Cameras and Photo Supplies

Ray B. Carr, Roy, N. M.

RANCH FOR RENT
Containing 300 acres of land,
40 acres in Alfalfa; plenty water;
will rent including horses, implements etc. or without, a bargain,
for further particulars address-- J.
P. Wooten Cleveland N. M.

FOR SALE Thoroughbred
Rose Comb Rhode Island red
roosters. See Mrs. B. F. Wright
on George Cable farm.

In new Quarters in the Foster block

Toilet Articles, Faucy Stationery,
We are prepared to meet your requirements in any building
Our only reccommenda
li ie, Fratre, Brick, Adobe or Concrete.
ti'ons is our satisfied customers.

Land-Seeke- rs

this the right place.

ROY, NEW MEXICO
Office in Foster Block

Kirchel Block

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

Phone

Tourists and

Will find

I. C. DODDS
and
Undertaker
Embalmer

WORK STRICTLY GUARANTEED
V. V. CARRIS & C. R. BAGWELL

worm-driv-

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Mosquero, N. M.

FOR SALE
A
8
Case Tractor and
An Eagle Cook Stove in A-- l conplow for sale. Terms. Selling because too small for my use, want a dition, same as new. Cost $50.00,
'
larger outfit. R. W. Boulware, Route will take $30.00. See it at the
10-1-

Spanish-Am-

erican

1.

office.

For SIe 640 acres of good, tillable land, 200 acres in wheat, 8f
acres broken for spring crop, good

LOST
the
Between
river and town
1 Comfort finder please return to
improvements and plenty of water.
the S. A. and receive reward.
Will sell for $30.00 per acre and give
terms. If you are on the market foi
For sale or rent, .720 Acres
a good piece of land, this is the place.
Inquire at the
280 in cultivation: 200 acrer in
wheat; will sell right if taken
Fcr sale; 480 acres 8 miles at once; must leave account of
north and east of Roy, will sell my health; inquire at the Span-s- h
all or part and will make ycu
American
Office.
terms. R.S.Wood Cottonwood-Fall- s
"
Girl wanted For general house
Kansas'
work, good wage3 to right par-- "
I am in the market "for ty; apply to Mrs. Melville Floer-sheiF.S.Brown
your hogs. .
Springer New Mexico
--

Spanish-America- n.

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor
CITY MEAT MARKET
Dealers in all kinds of

Fresh and Cured Meats

We solicit á portion of your patronage
ROY

FOSTER BLOCK

at last years prices

We have added to our mechanics an

Expert Electrician
Who prepared todo alt kinds of Electrical work, both on
plants
Autos and Electric Light
line, we can do it.
Í3

If it is to be done in the Electrical
We also do all kinds of

Tractor
Auto and
When In trouble call on us

repair work.

The Auto Electric
V. V. Caris,

Proprietor

FARMERS; See our 10 ft, Steel
Gates, $6.00 each.

OLIVER

.

WE CAN FIX IT
All work guaranteed is tur motto.

We are closing put our
Ranges and Heaters

:

'

Kitchell Block

Chilled plow work agency

tem

m,

FOR SALE
Case 20-4-0 tractor
Two Sanders 5 disc plows
Two Osborne tanden discs
All in good shape
Inquire S. A. office
APPLES,

APPLES,

Pd4

I will buy your hogs.
F.S. Brown

FOR SALE
My Winter apples are now rea
Or will trade for Mesa property,
dy for picking, - - - - - - - or good notes, a fine 83 acre farm
centi per pound for wind fll and 4
cents per pound for hand picked. An.
plei now ready for market at the old
Krieberg farm eat of town. Writ
U. S. Shirley, Springer, N. M.

insure your Calves agains:
black tog, by using.. "PURITY
GERM TREE VACCINE
20 cjnts perdi33
Mickey Floerslnim Agent.
A..

Bro's TIN SHOP!;

APPLES,

FOR SALE
Hog3 of all descriptions and sizes.
Sows with pigs and without pigs.
See A. G. Hazen, Mosquero, N. M.

in Howard County, Arkansas, 12 mi.
from railroad town, 1M miles from
school, church and store, with good
orchard. About 40 acres under cultivation. A fine little home for someone. Will want to reserve one half
of the oil rights, however..
"
Also have for sale on term3 to suit
purchaser, three teams of mares.
Write or call and see me at my office
in Mosquero, N. M.
BENJ. F. BEOWN.

THF

SPANISH-AMERICA-

f JEWS TO DATE

Another Royal Suggestion
From the New Royal Cook Book
is too
as a
duty rather than a joy.

BREAKFAST

mm

Muffins

I cups

flour

t teaspoons Royal Baking
Powder
1 tablespoon lugar
H teaspoon salt
1 cup milk
!
1 tablespoon shortening
81ft together, flour, baking; powder, sugar and
salt; add milk,
egg and melted shortening; mix well. Orease
muffin tins and put two
tablespoons of batter Into each. Bake In hot oren
to to 26 minute.

BÁJÉRMS

well-beat-

fitessfeizly Puro

Coffee Cake
I enps flour
U teaspoon salt
i tablespoons sugar

teaspoons Royal Baking
Powder
I tablespoona shortening
cup milk
Mix and sift dry Ingredients; add melted shortening and enough, mllK to
make very stiff batter.
Spread
lnch thick In
greased pan; add top
mixture. Bake about 80
minutes In moderate oren.
4

Made from Cream of Tartar
derived from grapes.

--

SENT FREE
New Royal Cook Book
containing scores of delightful, economical recipes, many of them the
most famous In use today.
Address

Top Mixture
I tablespoons flour

tablespoon cinnamon
tablespoons sugar
tablespoons shortening
Mix dry Ingredients; rub
In shortening and spread
thickly over top of dough
before baking.
1
S

8

PERFECTION

OF MODERN

ROYAL BAKING POWDER 00.
116 Fulton Stmt, Kw York City.

ART DISCOVERY

Small Wonder Young Lady Artist
ulted as She Gazed on Her
Completed Painting,

Ex-

CAME

TOO

Gen. Alvargo Obregon has been inaugurated president of Mexico. The
simple ceremony of taking the oath of
111
office marked the fourth time in the
years
republic's history of ninety-nin- e
that the executive power has been
transferred peacefully.
CAUOHT FROM THS NETWORK OF
The people of Porto Rico, benefiting
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
from a wave of prosperity which overspread the territory during the last fisTHE WORLD.
cal year, were better fed and better
clothed than during any year in tbt
island's history, Arthur Yager, terriDURIÜG THE PAST WEEK torial governor, declared In his annual
report recently made public.
An army of unemployed, more thin
1,000
strong, marched on the center of
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
Edmonton, a town of Middlesex, eight
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
miles from London, seized the town
hall as their headquarters, and raised
PEOPLE.
the Red flag. The Jobless men and
women then presented a set of deWestern Newapapar Union Ntws Service.
mands to the town councillors and preWESTERN
vailed upon them to evacute the city
Eugene Wilder Chafin, 68 years old, building.
one of the best known prohibition
No less than an average of forty
workers In the country and twice nom persons a day were sentenced to death
inee for the Prohibition party for Pres by the Moscow revolutionary, tribunals
ident died at his home la Long Beach, and executed during September, acCalif., as a result of complications from cording to
the official soviet organ
burns he incurred in an accident.
Isvestia. The same paper throws
Eight bodies from the lost barge W. light on the desperate fuel situation in
J. Pirrie, including that of Mrs. Al Moscow by stating that 5,000 wooden
fred Jensen, wife of the master of the houses have been torn down In Mosvessel, have been found on the beach cow to provide fuel for the people.
in the vicinity of Cape Johnson. The
General Semenoff, leader of
Jensen baby has not been found. The
forces along the frontier bePirrie is now believed to have foun
tween
Siberia
and Mongolia, has armidway
between
on
Cake
rock,
dered
rived at Vladivostok under Japanese
James island and Cape Johnson.
escort. Dispatches from that city state
The board of athletic control of
he has gone on board a Japanese transStanford University has decided to port.
General Semenoff's troops debuild an athletic stadium costing $750,- by
feated
the Bolshevists recently, depersons.
000 and seating at least 60,000
In such numbers that their leadErection of the stadium, which is to serted
gave up the struggle against the
be of the bowl type, will start next er
armies In that region.
soviet
summer, It was decided. A finance
Increasing hostility toward Americommittee was appointed to work out
cans and American relief Interests Is
plans for financing the project.
Eight bodies from the lost barge W. being shown by the Turkish nationalJ. Plerrle, Including that of Mrs. Al- ists, says a letter from Henry Riggs,
fred Jensen, wife of the master of the director for the Near East Relief at
vessel, have been found on the beach Khnrput. He asserts the nationalists
The still refuse the Americans permission
In the vicinity of Cape Johnson.
Jensen baby has not been found, It was to proceed to various places to carry
stated. The Plerrle Is now believed to on their work and forbid the American
have foundered on Cake Bock, midway flag to be flown from American buildbetween James island and Cape John- ings and automobiles.
son.
The naval court of inquiry investiPolice officers and fishermen in a gating the actions of American marines
motor boat have been at work in Oma- concluded Its hearings In Haiti with
ha dragging the bottom of the Missouri the examination of Lieutenant Colonel
river with grappllug hooks in the hope Hooker of the gendarmerie, who testito the belief that 2,000 peaceful
of recovering a large amount of bonds fied
and securities said to 'have been Haltlens had been killed by bandits In
the last few years. He declared that
thrown into the stream by Keith Colfrom March, 1919, to October, 1919,
lins, one of several men alleged to
large farming and settlement areas
have robbed a Burlington mail car
were completely wiped out by bandits.
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Detective Forced to Admit He Was
Slow in Ferreting Out Gross
Case of Fraud.

While they waited for the train two
passengers got ' Into conversation.
Presently one disclosed the fact that
he was a detective, and the other was
naturally greatly Interested.
"I suppose you have an exciting
time!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, I muát say I have had my
spacious breadth.
Clasping her hands with Joy, she share of It," owned the sleuth.
"Discovered a great many gigantic
clouds
gazed at the flimsy,
of yellow, splashed across the heavens. frauds, I suppose?" Invited the other, Nov.
last
Several fishes were flying In the sky, hoping for strange yarns to while away
Wheeler, held temporarily
Edward
while birds could be seen In the waters the time.
In Salt Lake City for
"I should say so," the detective re- as a prisoner
below, swimming tfnd drinking.
who have preauthorities,
California
you
me,
most
plied.
and
Between
the
Then her eyes turned toward where
embezzlement
charge
of
a
ferred
a few ocean liners sped across the complete case of fraud I ever saw was against him, was married to Chelnitin
horizon, with sails unfurled; a fisher- a woman, young and pretty. I would
operator. The
man's castle, with the lowly fisher out- have been ready., to swear, she was Rowley, a hotel elevator
In the county
side cleaning 'Some fish, seated on a an angel. But she has a temper like marriage was solemnized
stool In a patch of ' red a whirlwind, and Is as cunning as a clerk's office. Following the ceremony
Wheeler was led back to his cell.
serpent,"
grass.
"How did you discover her true George Taylor, special agent of the
"Wonderful!" cried the young lady,
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, who
"This Is really the prettiest picture character?"
participated
in making the arrest, was
her."
married
An"I
I have ever painted." London
the best mau.
swers.
The Mercenaries.
WASHINGTON
Brander Matthews, the famous critThe Bitter Truth.
Bainbridge Colby, secretary of state,
Joseph Hergeshelmer, who enjoys ic, discussed at a Columbia tea the has left Washington for South Ameran even greater literary reputation American short story.
ica, where as the representative of
"The American short story would President Wilson he will pay an offiIn England than at home, dined recently with a friend at a New York be better," he said, "If the American cial visit to the governments of Brazil
short story writer were less merce- and Uruguay and an unofficial visit to
restaurant.
The novelist was condemning the nary. I'd like him to think more of Argentina.
prevalent commercial spirit In liter- beauty and less of cash.
v
Collection of $5,407,580,251 In taxes
"A short story writer read me one
ature and said:
"In true art money should never be of his tales the other day. It wasn't and efforts to control the liquor traffic under the prohibition act. formed
bad, and I told him so.
an object."
" 'I like the thing, I " said. 'It's the principal work of the Internal
At this point In the conversation
revenue bureau during the last fiscal
the waiter brought In his exorbitant realistic
year, Commissioner Williams said in
"The short story writer beamed.
bill and Mr. Hergeshelmer, scanning
"'Realistic,' lie cried. 'That's the his annual report, made public. The
the document, sighed and remarked :
"It Is true that in art money should, word I want to hear. And how much, tax collection was the greatest In the
think it will history of the nation, he added, while
be no object, but it should be no ob- Mr. Matthews, do yo
In prohibition enforcement the bureau
realize?' "
jection, either, In these times."
was faced with the creation of an orIn the Interior of an ordinary piano
The plumber Is the only man that Is ganization which embraced all states
and Hawaii, Porto Rico and Alaska.
benefited by hitting the pipe.
there Is about a mile of wire.
Final figures on nrmy casualties In
the world war are contained In the annual report of Surgeon General Ireland,
showing 34,249 killed and 224,080
The young lndy looked before her
with entranced gaze. She looked lovingly on the purple sun as It rose in
the West.
Her eyes lingered appreciatively on
the bright green sky, with splotches of
red and orange stretched across Its

g

one-legge- d

Coffee Drinkers
are often annoyed by

headaches, nervousness
or other ills traceable to
coffee drinking.

When coffee disagrees, the

thing to do is to quit coffee
and drink

Instant
POS'
ruM

Ten days will tell whether
the change is beneficial.

There's

a Reason

99

Made by Postum Cereal Cojnc,

Battle CreelcMich.

Yc J

Si'tt! j Lr3

tji3

Suit

Eist

PARAGRAPHS

MUFFINS and COFFEE CAKE

The Royal Educational
Department
presents
here some breakfast
dishes that will stimulate the most critical
appetite.

FOREIGN

wounded.

Secretary Payne has recommended
to Congress legislation to exclude national parks from the provisions of
the water power bill. The bill drafted
by the secretary provides that permits for such developments ma'y be secured only by special act of Congress.
Nineteen cargo steamers, totaling
more than 100,000 deadweight tons, are
to be withdrawn from service and tied
up at Norfolk and In Pacific and Gulf
ports under orders issued by the shipping board. The largest vessel to be
withdrawn is the 0,410 deadweight ton
steamer Yosemite, to be tied up on the
Pacific coast.
Immediate loans of $00,000,000 from
government funds to aid farmers in
the face of falling prices of their prod
ucts Is proposed by Senator Hitchcock
of Nebraska, in. a bill drawn after a
conference with Governor Harding of
the Federal Reserve Board. Senator
Hitchcock plans to present the measure
when Congress meets.
Two new saving treasury certificates,
a $1 treasury savings stamp and a $25
treasury savings certificate, will be
Issued during the coming year, Secretary Houston has nnnounced. The $1
savings stamp will be
bearing. The $25 certificate will be offered In 1921 to mature January,. 1926.
Appropriation of $400,000 for the relief, of the 139,000 South Russian refugees In Constantinople has been' announced by the American Red Cross in
response to a cable from Rear Admiral
Bristol, describing the situation as

"catastrophic."

llave you ever stopped to reason why
t is that so many products that are
advertised, all at once drop out
f light and are soon forgotten? The
eason is plain the article did not fulfill
be promises of the manufacturer. This
ppliea more particularly to a medicine.
Í medicinal preparation that has real
nrative value almost sells itself, as like
n endless chain system the remedy is
ecommended
by those who have been
lenefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
xample Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Sooreparation I have sold for many years
nd never hesitate to recommend, for in
Imost every case it shows excellent
as many of my customers testify.
To other kidney remedy has so large a

e

New York mansion on Riverside drive,
Schwab declnred. Schwab discovered
the golden casket was missing when he
read an article in a New York news
paper stating that such a box had been
sold In Germany by a sailor.
Senator Harding has declined Presl
dent Wilson's offer to place the presidential yacht Mayflower at his disposal on his arrival at Norfolk to
to Washingcarry the president-elec- t
ton. It was necessary, the senator
said In a radio message to Secretary
Daniels, who transmitted the offer to
the steamer Pastores, that he should
make the trip by rail.
of Llnwood,
Brownie
Guernsey cow owned by the Corlura
farm, near Fond du Lac,' Wis., has
completed a year's officiul test with
a record of producing 831.Q7 pounds of

butterfat,

the

equivalent

of

n,

Hot water

Sure Relief
LE.-ATíG
JZJ FOR INDIGESTION
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IIAIR BALSAM
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CI-According to nrora statements and loam. 16 atona
DaiB. enauraa onmfart tn tlie
ri6ed testimony of thousands who have trot, aukM w.iklnall y. ita. bj mil
or at Droa
J
ised the preparation, the success of Dr. (tata, UUooiCowuW Work, fatoaoaaa.il..
is due to the fact,
Ulmer'i Swamp-Roo- t
a many people claim, thit it fulfills
every wish in overcoming kidney,
Iver and bladder ailments; correct! unary troubles and neutralizes the uric
cid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Iwamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Addresi
r. Kilmer ft Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
nd enclose ten cents; also mention this A man is as old as his organs; ha
per. Large and medium size bottlei
can bo as vigorous and healthy at
ir sale it all drug stores. Adv.

MAN'S
BEST AGE

Oh, How Truel

The class was studying gender and
lad been asked to give the feminine
'orm for "widower."
One of the
'oungsters offered "spinster" as the
'orm. The others said "widow" was
he proper word.
"But a spinster is the same as a
jrass widow," insisted the first child.
"No, they're not," explained John.
'A grass widow has had a man that

didn't want and a spinster has

ihe

vanted a man she didn't have."
News.
Obliging.
"My wife will borrow trouble."
"Send her over here, then. We have
plenty we can lend her."

MWUJUU

70 as at 35 if he aids his organs la
performing their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with

COLDÍHDAL
Ths world's standard rimsdy for kidney,
livar, bladder and nrlc add trouble
incs 1696; corneta disorders; stimulates
vital organs. All druggists, thrM riset.

Lsak hi Ú

um Cold

Modal aa arary be

Watson

PATENTS

.Coleman,

Patent La;ar,WaahtniUa,
D. O. Adrloo ana book Ira.
Batas rauonasle. Hlshaatreíereaoea. Baalaorrloae,
FOB ONE DOLLAR we will mall postpaid
oaa can B. B. Malt Extract.
It's great;
try It. B. B. Extract Co., Johnatown, Pa,
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For Iéfants and Children.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

THC CENT AUN COMPANY,
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YORK

CITY.
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Triumph of the Trades.
The discrepancy between professois
rial and janitorial compensation
neatly illustrated in act one of Edna
Berber's play, "Twelve Hundred a
Tear," recently printed in the Transcript. That a similar condition prevails in Germany is shown by the) following translated dialogue:
"I see," said one man to another,
"that you are fixing up; employing a
painter on your house?"
"No," replied the other. "I couldn't
afford one. I got an artist Instead."
Boston Transcript.
One of the unsolved mysteries Is the
ivay men can exchange umbrellas and
each get the worst of It.

Youthful

Discernment.
The teacher in one of the grades
asked her young pupils to write e
says, character sketches.
Up went one little hand.
"May I write about you, Miss
Brown?"
"Certainly," said Miss Brown, politely.
The essay when completed read aa
follows :
She has
"She is my teacher.
hair and green beads. She
is smart, and she does not like you
if you are not smart. She has nice
manners, and pretty clothes and la
soft of speech when not mad."
amber--

colored

Prolonging It.
"Two hends are belter than one."
"But some lecturers want about Sil
Why isn't the difference of bplnlon
' heads to a discourse."
Ihe greatest common divisor?

Kill That Cold With

n,

Two more North Dakota banks have
closed their doors as a result of depleted reserves, bringing to fifteen the
number of financiul Institutions that
have shut down for similar reasons In
the last few weeks. Those that closed
are the Farmers and Merchants Bank
at Sherwood and the Farmers State
Bank at Rhame
Detectives have been working on a
web of clrcUmstautlnl evidence In an
effort to firmly enmesh Mrs. F. Eugene
Elmer in the alleged murder of her former husband, Fred D. F. Shepard, millionaire Georgia "peach king."

I

Color awl

.Bnty to Gr.Tnd Faded fUW

T.

lie."

1,038

pounds of butter. This record is be
lieved to rank her first in Wisconsin
among Guernseys of her age nud sec
ond in the United States.
Renewed violence has been reported
from several points In the Mingo county coal strike zone and nearby, to military outhorities and to the offices of
the Coal Operators' Association at
W. Va. The most serious occurred at Baranshee, on the Kentucky
side of Tug river, across from Mnte-waW. Va., where two deputy sheriffs
were wounded, one seriously, when
they attempted tó make an arrest.

Bell-an-s

t,

GENERAL
The liner, Celtic, bearing to America
Mrs. Muriel MacSwiney, widow of the
mayor of Cork, who died on hunger
strike in an English prison, has arrived in New York.
Six masked bandits held up the
Ridgevllle State Bank at Muncle, Ind.,
Imprisoned the cashier and several
in the vault and escaped with
three sacks of money and a quantity
of Liberty bonds. The bandits obtained $6,000 in an undetermined
amount of Liberty bonds and securities,
according to bank officials.
C. E. Troyer of La Fontnlne, Ind.,
was named the national "corn king"
at the Hay and Grain show In connection with the International Livestock
exposition at Chicago. Peter Lux, also
of Indiana was last year's "king." Mr.
Troyer's ten winning ears of corn were
gathered from n seventeen-acrfield
that yielded 109 bushels to the acre.
A golden casket, presented by the
city of Baltimore to Charles M.
Schwab, head of the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation, has been stolen from his

6
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CASCARA

QUININE
AND

FOR

Colds. Coughs

La Grippe

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Taka no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first anéete.
Relieve
Breaks up cold in 24 hoars
Grippe in-- i days Excellent for Headache
Quinine in this form does not effect the head Cajear la best Tonic
Laxative No Opiate in Hill's.
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ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

IT

:';'

"V-

THE
7.7

SPANISH-AMERICA-

A''

.y7j'.'

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

.'
Bread--0eCakes--Pastri-

Your: Sip: age. Battery

WE HAVE

a Baker who can and docs bake
kinds of Bread;; 'es, Cakes and Pastries.

be

U.SX. IUGHT MONTHS ADJUSTMENT GUARANTEE.

WE HAVE A

RENTAL CATTERY THAT FITS YOUR CAR, SO , YOUR

CAR NEED NQT J3E''IllD'' UP WHILE WE CHARGING
RÉPÁÍlUNG. YOUR BATTERY.

OLI
"'

'

all

Come in and see,' we
daily, and
baking what you want, we will bake

if we are not

PATRONIZE HOME

ST

it. We solicit
your orders for Pastries' and we make a specialty of
baking Cakes for Parties. Weddings, etc.

REGARDLE3 OF ITS MAKE, WE CARRY REPAIRS FOR IT, AND ALL REPAIRS
CARRY THE

e3

INDUSTRY-INSI-

ON

,

you need a new battery, we

hay'.a U.S.L. for your car.

Where Quality Kulis

our batteries
which means Ihésbatteries have been .charged at the factory,
drained of electrolyte, washed clean and: then sealed air tight, thus it lie3 dormant until
the seals are taken off and it is filled with ne'.v electrolyte. In this way you receive
a battery as fall of life 33 the day it wa'3 piade, and not one that has been wearing ita
life away on the shelf, filled with its solution and needing frequent recharging to keep
'
'
'''-''
it up.
'
If!

"DRY-CHARGED-

We receive
7

",

IDEAL BAKERY AND
-.

can do any work in the carpenter
or cement line that you have
ARE IN NEED OF FIRST CLASS WORK
DONE, GIVE ME A CHANCE TO FIGURE WITH YOU

Anderson Garage & Machine Works

JOB TOO LARGE AND NONE TOO SMALL

B. F. WRIGHT
CONTRACTOR and BUIIDER

U.S.L. in storage batteries means what KO A K does in cameras.

Pre-Invento-

.

IFlOb

New Mexico

Rcnj,

Dr. Murdoch is in Roy this
Watch your storage battery
week
from Springer attending to
HOW BIG NEW YORK GRO- closely during this cold weather
work. Doc is the same
dental
CERY FIRM KEEPS DOWN Let us repair it- -' J. E. Busey co.
fellow
jolly
that he used to be
RATS
regular calls at
when
he
made
Vroome & Co., Butter &
Roy.
LOST
Cheese Merchants, New York
.
City, says: "We keep
P
A heavy Duck Sheep-line- d
Geo. Atkinson, traveling salesin our cellar all the time. Coat, Finder leave at the Spa- man for Hibbard, Spencer and
It keeps down rats. We buy it
American, receive reward, Bartlett, was calling on his local
by the gross, and would not be nish
trade at this place last Saturwithout it." Farmers use
FOR SALE
day. George was telling his many
because rats pass up all
Nice Rhode Island Red roosters Roy friends that his wife prefood for
Three sizsented him with a pair of fine
es, 35c, C5c, $1.25. Sold and write or soe Mrs. H.Kennard R.
twins last week. Congratulaguaranteed by Fairview Phar- R.1
4tpd. tions, George.
macy and Roy Trading Co.

Prof.: "Give me a sentence
with 'communications' and 'good
manners' in it, Virgil."
Virgil : "Papa got a communication from Mamma's dressmaker and he used some words
that weren't' very good man;
,
ners."
;

SCHOOL ITEMS

Glenn Svvaim, Edna Pendle-

ton, Alvin Farley, Thelma Farley and Lee Kennard were
sent from school Monday,

RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA- P

P.

ab-

Lora Plumlee is back in school
again.

1

Third and fourth grade

lan-

guage classes are learning the
theory of writing letters.
The fourth grade findsquite
an entertaining study in their
rraphy and many interesting
ocean voyages are planned by
ie pupils.

Elmer Bebout was absent Friday afternoon.
Second Grade

--

RAT-SNA-

,

Third and Fourth Grades

NO

Our
Sale will begin Monday December 13th
and continue up to and including Friday December 31st.
We have everything at reduced
prices and don't fail to visit our

CONFECiiOI

Monday.

;

costé .yóu nothing.

nree
Week Pre- -

:

1

Get our advice. regarding your battery, it

l1

-

study better.
Cornell Judy was absent Monday on account of the weather.
Messrs. Gibbs and Lopez were
examining the school building

We have nine members without the professor, and he makes
ten. i

DREAD MADE IN ROY

s

CoihiT, iioing, yea, going1 out
of ntylc. What? The earpuffs.
But that will be r.U right, girls,
for you or.n hear better, get the
assignments better so you can

James' Farley and Parke
Evan3 were absent from the second grade room Monday on account of the weather.
Leon Wade is on the sick list
this week.
The children in the second
grade room are busy studying
their pieces and songs for a little Christmas program.

Salome Naranjo is back
after a week of illness.
M. S. Bentley, one of Mills'
Bring your battery work to J E.
attending
was
hustling
farmers,
y. H. Jordan, of Mills, was Riirpv r.o. - PROMPT. Efficient.
Ella Fulbright and Leslie Lanto business matters in Roy the caster were promoted to the "A"
trading with Roy merchants GUARANTEED SERVICE.
first of the week.
Monday.
class this week.

Fifth and

ry

upreme

auie is

JSixth

Youngblocd

Mrs.

Grades
and

"

Mrs.

Judy were visitors in the fifth
and sixth grade room one day
last week.
Lulu Mahoney and Elsie
Beard are back in school again,
after being absent a week on account of illness.

Amadeo McGrath was absent
from school Monday and Tues-

store when in the city. We have
just received big assortments of
Ginghams, Percals, Outings etc, and
will put them on sale at unusual low
price

day.
The pupils neither absent nor
tardy the third month of school
are: Beulah Abernathy, Delma
Bruce, Velma Gibson, Mattie
Mae Johnson, Elna Lee Johnson,
Carlton Benson, Elmer Brusick,
Roy Self, Otis Fullbright, and
Amadeo McGrath.

R. P. SHAYA COMPANY

Seventh and Eighth Grades
Prof. Orange : "Edward, what
is a furlough?"
Edward Beck: "It is a

don-kev- ."

A HOME BANK FOR HOME

PEOPLE

i

IF YOU ARE NOT NUMBERED
AMONG OUR MANY CUSTOMERS, TRY US,

OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS WILL
TELL YOU., THAT OUR SERVICE TO
CUSTOMERS IS THE VERY BEST.

BANK OF ROY
Hignt.
Meii'j rijjiits are a great deal of
trouble to them. They assert them,
and set them, and then tlwy don't
know what to do with them. A mnn'9
rights, hall of them, are meant to
tfve away. . . . The beatitude of
your rights l,.they are your benevMn-- t

Sound Advice.
Some young fellows think thai It la
."íiuftrt,","clí-erand a sign of biav-er- y
to drive nenr the edge of a precipice; to spend what cash they lutve
freely; and to be a good fellow and
take the risk someone else tirgss upon
This Is the s'rn of inexierl-enc- e
Tou cau yield them, give them.
olences.
and liu;k of real business knowlthem away.
And the law of social
unity is thla law of assertion of a edge and experience, riay safe. Keep
man's Individuality, and the use of Clean. He strong. Be true, und you
will never regret it. Kxchahga.
that Individuality as a benevolence

for
those that are round about Mia. Henry Ward Beecher.

uT

Hear
The Pathe before you buy. Compare it
with any make or price, the tone will
tell. $25 00 worth of records given free
i f you purchase before January 1st.

No needles to change and . plays all
The great Pathe
iviake3of records.
Recording Laboratories in all the world
famous musical centers, the world wide
Pathe organization and the Pathe master library of records, which is the
greatest in the world, bring the music
out of all lands to this country. Do not
fail to hear this wonderful instrument
before you buy, you want the best,
come and hear the best.
Demonstrations daily or compare it in your own
home with any make.
-

"
Two Church Designations.
The word '"'Protestant"
Includes
ninny churches, the Protestant Episcopal and the Methodist Kplscopnl
among them. The word "protestnnt"
came into use nt the time of the Reformation both In England and on the
continent. . It stood fur a protect
against vfhe' ltomnn Catholic church.'
t
The name
particularly sl.'o'f'.-enn- t
at this. timo when nil ci (he
churches are drawing closer together.
Brooklyn Eagle.

the world.

The school is well supplied
with rulers now from the
erican
office. We wish to
thank them for the useful gift.
Spanish-Am-

'

Ahead of .Engagements.
Mary, who Is the baby sister of
girls In eollpge, looks forward with
delight to their week-en- d
visits home
and (levo! es herself entirely to them
at such times. Recently, her sister
noticed that as 'Mary knelt to say her
little prayer she hurried through It,
then bcg;in ngnln and so on until she
had repented It almost breathlessly
four times. Finally, she arose and
exclaimed: "Now. 1 nm prnyed up for
four nights nnd we ctia vlsll."

Prof.: "How is that?"
Edward: "Well, I saw a picture of a man riding a donkey
and it said, 'Going home on a
furlough'."
The seventh and eighth graders are teking a part of their
history time for Current Events.
Thi3 lets the pupils know something about what is going on in
.

.

C E, HOBSON
The Jeweler

Teacher: "What can you mention of importance that did not
exist one hundred years ago?"
Nellie Kitchell (very brightly) : "Me."
We now have an enrollment of
26 pupils in the seventh and.
eighth grades and are progressing nicely. Come and visit us.
ATTENTION FARMERS

Forget hard times: our time
payment plan on an Overland
Four is better than ever before
when your credit gets bad at
othtr places get3 better with us
PAY WHILE YOU RIDE

J.E.BUSEÍ

CO.

:

FOR SALE 80 acres deeded
1
mi. north of Solano.
4
Mrs. Martha Frank, 119 Emer-ic- k
St., San Angejo, Tex.

land

3--

